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2013 — THE YEAR
OF FORECASTS
THAT HELD UP

VLADISLAV SOLODKIY

CEO, Managing Partner

ALEXANDER IVANOV

CFO, Partner

In January 2013, after the annual conference
Money of the Future, we issued the first annual report Money of the Future. The Best Financial Mobile
and Internet Services of the Year. Results of 2012 /
Trends for 20131.
In it we predicted that investments in online financial startups, the today’s game-changers that
steal the spotlight and the clients from the traditional banks, will become one of the most popular
investment ideas. So, according to our estimates,
last year over 100 fintech projects all over the
world raised $2B in new investments! Our main
forecast held up and we predict that this trend will
remain for at least another 3 years.
In our research on the results of 2013 and 2014
trends we would like to highlight the following important moments that show the direction towards
the industry is moving to.
—
According to CrunchBase, corporate venture
funds are now ahead of the traditional ones in
terms of deals turnover. This trend also carries over
to the fintech industry, even though there it hasn’t
yet reached such solid domination: alongside nonbank funds that often invest in financial startups
(such as Google Ventures), international financial
institutions are demonstrating increasing activity
(American Express, BBVA, VISA, Barclays, mBank, la
Caixa, ING, Citibank, Bankinter, Credit Agricole), and
so do East Europe’s players (Life.SREDA, Sberbank,
Alfa-Bank, PrivatBank). For banks, it’s more profitable to turn themselves into online services. Online
financial services enjoy much greater multiplicators
than traditional banks. On the Russian market the
two very illustrative example would be QIWI and
TKS-Bank.
—
In Q4 2013, worldwide sales of tablets have
surpass those of PCs, and finally post-PC devices
will dominate in 2015 — this gives a powerful impulse for the development of T-commerce (tablet-
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based financial services). MPOS acquiring, one of
the most rapidly developing fintech areas, is actively moving towards offering comprehensive boxed
solutions based on tablet devices. Among other
mPOS developments we would like to highlight online acquiring, online shop constructors, and retail
e-wallets.
—
In 2013, the crowdinvesting and crowdfunding market has reached a $5.1B mark, and by
2025 it’s expected to grow up to $96B. The original
idea of crowdfunding is evolving more and more towards crowdinvesting, gradually replacing venture
capitals, and tries to get a foothold outside the US.
Right now this direction faces one key issue: who
will be responsible for due diligence of projects proposed for investments?
—
Bitcoin was the hottest topic of the past year.
Countries were raising questions of currency regulation, and several nations have officially recognised it as an applicable currency. At the same time,
the cryptocurrency’s high volatility plays both to its
advantage, for example by keeping the press attention constantly simmering, and to disadvantage —
many experts see Bitcoin as a mere bubble. The
cryptocurrency stimulates various associated startups, conferences, and even cinematic and literary
portrayals.
—
Touching upon e-wallets, the main issue is: can
the success of PayPal be replayed in other countries? The technologies coined by the German Fidor
Bank clearly demonstrate that it’s possible to create a
functionally superior product, which however will be
strongly dependent on viral dissemination through
social networks. Today PayPal is still the e-wallet world
leader and a competitor of traditional bank’s online
banking services in many countries, as well as actively
branching out into online acquiring, mPOS, development of its own m-wallet, use of Beacon devices, and
new T-commerce products. Mayhap soon the main
business interests of eBay, the PayPal’s owner, will be
not in e-trade but in e-finance.
—
Online payments and transfers services want
to become as easy and habitual as Skype calls.
They are actively branching out into online lending,
integrating with social networks, build up tool for
automatic payment of regular bills. Talking about
the area of personal finance accounting and planning, it should be said that PFM projects are actively

migrating into the «lands» of PFP, gamification, and
narrow segmentation.
—
Online microlending is dependant on the development of BIG DATA and is actively moving into
online payments area. While, P2P lending is striving
to break away from the subprime segment, as well
as find new markets outside their prime domain —
the US and UK.
—
Mobile first banks are growing a new generation
of financial services consumers. The cornerstone
here are viral dissemination and the costs of attracting new clients. The previously popular trend for
aggregating loyalty cards is on the down curve,
tipped over by the growing popularity of m-wallets.
—
Second year in a row, Apple, Google, Facebook,
and Amazon keep promising a financial revolution — which we haven’t seen so far. Among the
companies’ more practical moves: Apple’s tilt towards the development of BLE, which might be the
final straw to break the NFC camel’s back. They are
also considering using iBeacon devices for the development of financial startups. Facebook and Amazon are actively building up their Register & Pay
Via Profile technologies. At that, the former is looking at gift cards market, and he latter is more interested in online acquiring for e-commerce.
—
Traders’ social networks are trying to modify
non-professionals’ behaviour at the exchanges,
from the standard technical speculative analysis
to more thoughtful investing. So far, the outcomes
aren’t too clear.
—
The Chinese market remains quite off the
beaten line. The financial results of Alibaba, the
«Chinese eBay», and its payment service AliPay, are
a cause for jealousy.
—
SME-oriented services remain a «blue ocean».
Many experts describe it as a very promising direction, but without any noticeable breakthroughs as
of yet. Most of related services are still more private
clients-oriented.
Many of the mentioned above segments of fintech industry will develop even more rapidly this
year, while some of them will not meet expectations. Let us see how industry look like by the end
of the year.
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Digital Financial Services Trends 2014
by Business Insider2:
1. NFC will die;
2. Bluetooth Low Energy and iBeacons will conquer
retail;
3. Bitcoin hype will die down, and more will use it for
what it was meant for — a means of global exchange;
4. Amazon will try to make friends with offline SME
retailers, and offer them a payments platform;
5. The payments industry will consolidate and mature
at a rapid pace, with a bevy of acquisitions by larger players;
6. Payment (billing) services sector is going to explode
in emerging markets;
7. Square will sputter as it tries to grow its mPOS market share and cross into e-commerce;

8. M-wallet is going to be dramatically reconceived.
In spite of correct market positioning and good
usability of these products, bank cards are still a
more convenient way to pay. M-wallets will succeed if they reinvent themselves as all-in-one apps
that integrate payment options with PFM tools, rewards and loyalty programs, tickets and boarding
passes, wish-lists, etc. A good existing example is
Bluebird;
9. Retail banks will also compete for mobile and online audiences with upgraded personal banking
apps;
10. Mobile commerce will account for a third of holiday shopping in 2014.

According to Life.SREDA, the following FinTech directions
will see the most robust growth:
— mPOS acquiring (Square, SumUp, iZettle, mPowa, LifePay);
— Online acquiring (Braintree, Stripe);
— T-commerce (Shopify POS, Revel, Square Stand, Leaf, LifePAD);
— Bitcoin (CoinBase);
— Crowdinvesting and crowdfunding (KickStarter, SecondMarket, SharesPost, AngelList);
— E-wallets (PayPal, Fidor Bank, Yandex.Money, QIWI);
— M-wallet and mobile first banks (Google Wallet, Apple Passbook, Simple, Moven,
GoBank, Akimbo, Instabank, Rocketbank);
— P2P lending (LendingClub, Zopa, Prosper);
— PFM, PFP, wish-lists (Mint, Yodlee, MoneyDesktop, KreditCarma, PersonalCapital, LearnVest, Simplee, SmartyPig, MyWishBoard);
— Payments and transfers (Dwolla, Transferwise);
— Online microlending (Wonga, LendUp, Kreditech);
— Financial services for SME (ZenPayroll, Kabbage, FinanceIT, Live Plan);
— Social networks of traders (MotifInvesting, eToro, Loyal3).

Main FinTech
Finovate Europe
London, February 11-12

Finovate Spring
San Jose, April 29-30

Finovate Fall
New York, September 23-24

The largest fintech investments
in Russian FinTech
— QIWI's IPO at NASDAQ: the company was valued at $884M;
— $57M — a joint investment of Yuri Milner's DST and Coatue Management into
the largest P2P lending service LendingClub;
— Runa Capital fund invested $8M
in the development of a mobile bank UBank.ru;
LifePAD raised $7M
during their first round. Investor — Life.SREDA;
— IQcard, a company issuing a delivering prepaid cards online, raised $6.2M
over 2 rounds ($2.5M + $3.7M) from Fastlane Ventures, DirectGroup, and
several other investors;
Life.SREDA invested €3M in a joint enterprise with the German Fidor Bank,
called Fidor Bank Russia;
— Phenomen Ventures and partners invested $2.7M into British microlending
service working with e-shops Ezbob;
Life.SREDA invested $2M
in an American mobile bank Simple.com;
Life.SREDA and several overseas partners teamed up to invest $2M in
an American mobile bank Moven.com;
— Runa Capital took part in a consortium of investors to fund Mambu.com,
a German provider of cloud services for microlending platforms;
— Runa Capital invested $2M
in Rocketbank;
Life.SREDA invested €1.5M
in a financial services investment and advisory firm Anthemis Group;
— Russian fund Runa Capital is a new shareholder of the British P2P lending
service Zopa (the exact investment amount wasn’t made public).

conferences in 2014:
Money of the Future
Moscow, October 24-25

Money 2020
Las Vegas, November 2-6

Finovate Asia
Singapore, November 14

The biggest deals
around the world in 2013

— Square was valued at $5B during secondary
market shares purchase by the funds Rizvi, SV Angel
and Groupe Artemis.
— In early May QIWI went public at NASDAQ and
was valued at $884M. By the end of the year the
company's capitalisation has surpassed $3B!
— The largest e-auction eBay Inc. announced that
it has purchased the international payment and billing platform Braintree for $800M, paid in cash. The
deal is called to expand the capabilities of eBay's
payments company PayPal.
— In 2013 the largest P2P lending service
LendingClub raised $180M investment in two rounds,
and was eventually valued at the record-breaking
$2.3B.
— Online store constructor and mPOS project
Shopify raised $100M in its Series C.
— mPOS project mPowa attracted $76M in a new
investment round.
— Kabbage, an online service for SME factoring
and lending, raised $75M in a new round.
— Over 2013, P2P finance service Prosper managed to attract $45M in two rounds — the total investment since 2006 came to $94.9M.
— VISA invested €45M into Monetise, a company
specialising in working with mobile banks.
— In early 2013 public company Green Dot, a prepaid cards issuer, has spent $43.3M to purchase a
mobile software developer Loopt. Its team and technologies will have served Green Dot to revive and
further develop the company's mobile bank GoBank.
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— Bill.com, Internet billing and payment company, raised $38M. Thus, the projects total investment
has reached a sizeable $80M.
— British P2P lending service fundingcircle.com
attracted $37M as an investment for SME loans.
— A payment services giant First Data spent
$64.1M to purchase several fintech startups: it acquired a T-commerce startup Clover for, $34.1M, and
a loyalty programs startup Perka, for $30M.
— Bitcoin startup Coinbase brought in an investment of $31M, of which $30M were raised over 2
rounds in 2013.
— Creditkarma raised $30M in a new round of investment.
— GoldmanSachs invested $25M in a traders' social network MotifInvesting.
— MPOS startup Clinkle, created by a 21 year-old
Stanford graduate, raised $25M in the 1st round.
— PFM system for more affluent clients,
personalcapital.com, attracted $25M more, thus
bringing its total investment to a $52.3M mark.
— T-commerce startup Leaf raised a $20M Series A.
— Online microlending service avantcredit.com,
created by Y Combinator alumni, raised a Series B
of $20M.
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The results of the Life.SREDA activities in 2013

$29M

from september 2012

431

69

applications
reviewed

applications
analyzed in details

23

11

projects went through
due diligence

projects
received funding

Invested in Fidor
Bank Russia €3M
Invested in Simple $2M
Invested in myWishBoard $730 000
Invested in Moven $2M
Invested in LifePAD $7M

January

Invested in Anthemis Group $1,5M

March

June

Became Finovate’s long terms partners

August

September

October

November

December

Held a second conference in FinTech
innovations — Money of the Future

Issued the first Money of the Future study

Russian Venture Capital Firms Ranking by Russian
Venture Corporation and Rusbase

30 best Russian startups teams ranking
by Pruffi and Slon.ru
2 place — Instabank

7 place — Life.SREDA

6 place — MyWishBoard
http://slon.ru/biz/startup-rating-2013/

Key Investments

Invested in

Strategic Partner in Russia

LIFE Financial Group

8

banks

800

branches across
the country

3 000 000

individual
& 100 000 entities clients

Partner of the best international fintech
conferences
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E-commerce

$800 000 000
Braintree

$317M

Payments

USA

$257M

p2p lending

$104M

mPOS acquiring

Online
micro-lending

$96M

$80M

SME Services

$62M

T-finance

Crowdinvesting

$46M

Social Networks
for Traders

$43M

PFM

Bitcoin

$39M

$33,5M

Countries
USA

PFP

«Mobile First»
Banks

Shopping
and Loyalty

Crowdfunding

Wishlists

$24M

$16,5M

$12M

$6M

$0,7M

$1 869 500 000

United Kingdom

$198 000 000

Canada

$100 000 000

Russia

$26 900 000

Ireland-Germany

$20 000 000

Germany

$7 000 000

Sweden

$6 600 000

Germany-Russia

$6 500 000

Switzerland

$3 800 000

Israel

$2 000 000

Japan

$1 600 000

Denmark

$1 200 000

$ 2 243 100 000

E-COMMERCE
P2P LENDING

The Map of the funds
invested in FinTech Startups in 2013
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NEWS OF
THE VENTURE FIRM
LIFE.SREDA
Life.SREDA is just a little over 1 year
old — we have launched in September
2012. For our English name, we have purposefully left the second word in transliterated Russian. We love the polyvalence
of the word «sreda» in the Russian language: it can mean Wednesday (funnily
enough, often our new visitors confuse
their diary entries and instead come to
us on Wednesdays), it can also be «environment», «surroundings», «ecosystem»,
«community», «background». Here are
some interesting facts and recent events
from our fund:

— Since our launch, we considered 431 applications, out of which 69 were analysed in greater detail,
23 passed our due diligence, and eventually 11 projects were selected to invest a total sum of $29M. As
a result, Life.SREDA took 7th position in the Russian
Venture Funds ranking of the Russian Venture Corporation and RUSBASE.
— The Russian market's offer of solid financial
startups hasn't quite lived up to our original expectations. Therefore, today we are mainly concentrated
on investing in overseas projects.
— This year we have entered the US and EU
markets, and have become proud investors in some
outstanding projects, such as: Simple.com (US),
Moven.com (US), and a UK fintech firm Anthemis
Group. We are currently negotiating with a series of
other projects, as at the moment we find ourselves
most interested in the American fintech market and
its expertise.
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— Our main challenge in 2014 will be to provide our overseas projects not only funds, but also
«smart funds»: an opportunity for quick end effective entry into the East Europe’s market. In
Russia, our fund is supported by a unique partner,
LIFE Financial Group, that comprises 8 banks, holds
all the necessary financial licenses in Russia, services up to 3 million individual clients and over 100
thousand legal entities across 800 branches all over
Russia. To-date, our main achievement in this area
is a joint investment with the German Fidor Bank
AG into a new Russian joint enterprise Fidor Russia. It will start work with its first clients already by
spring 2014.
— We are also putting extra work into building up
the team for the «bank as service» project that will
function as a platform for rapid launch of any types
of Russian financial startups. We call the project as
«Russian Bancorp» with respect to our kind friends.
Within this project, it won’t matter too much whether
we act as investors of these startups or not — we
remain open for all projects and are primarily interested in constructing a healthy fintech-landscape in
our country.
— We are a partner sponsor of the best international fintech conferences Finovate. This partnership
gives us possibilities for the joint development of
FinTech market.
— Life.SREDA is very grateful to the teams of
American Bancorp, the definitive «bank for fintech
startups», consulting agency 9Senses (and Reggy De
Feniks personally), British financial services investment and advisory firm Anthemis Group, the founder of Ribbit Capital Meyer «Micky» Malka — thank
you all for sharing our passion, letting us in on your
experience, and recommending us as partners for
projects all over the world.

— Among our Russian portfolio projects, the best
growth and financial results are demonstrated by
the team of LifePay — we proudly congratulate them
in becoming the leaders of Russian mPOS acquiring
in just one short year! In 2014 we will help them to
raise an additional investment round and transform
them into a global player.
— Two teams from the portfolio of Life.SREDA
were included in the 30 BEST RU-NET TEAMS list of
PRUFFI and Slon.ru: Instabank took 2nd position,
and MyWishBoard.com — 6th. This is another evidence of our thorough selection process, and not
only in terms of projects’ functionality and financial
prospects, but also in terms of the human resources
they bring with them.
— A special place in our portfolio is occupied by
the «Kindle of finance», the project LifePAD. It's our
most sizeable investment and the most ambitious
project on the Russian market. We firmly believe that
in 2014 is will grow to become the best platform for
the promotion and distribution of e-commerce and
financial apps in our country.
— In October 2012 in Moscow, we held the first
ever conference Money of the Future dedicated to
the financial innovations. It became the largest fintech conference in the Eastern Europe. On October24, 2013 was held the second conference of this
series with speakers from the projects from around
the world and more than 1000 guests.
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3

FINOVATE, MONEY2020 &
MONEY OF THE FUTURE:
RESULTS AND TRENDS
HIGHLITED BY LIFE.SREDA

In February 2013, Fast Company magazine, a reputed voice on the innovations market, published its
new rating of 50 most innovative companies around
the world. The finance industry was represented by3:
Square, Open Gamma, Lending Club, Kabbage, BillGuard, PayPal, American Express, Stripe, Riskalyze,
Sig Fig. Last year the list included Square, Starbucks,
Kickstarter, PayPal, Y Combinator, SecondMarket,
American Express, Dwolla, Simple, and StockTwits4.

The third conference Finovate Europe took place
in London in February. It was dedicated to the most
promising financial and banking technology projects.
The European Best of Show winners:
1. Bank Credit-Agricole and its Credit Agricole Store
offering a selection of financial apps5.
2. PFM platform Banktron, from Etronika6.
3. Third largest bank in Poland, mBank, teamed up
with Efigence to announce their Internet bank7 integrated with Facebook. The platform also features a
PFM service (developed by Meniga) and a discounts
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swap app to use with friends in social networks.
4. A PFM service from Meniga8.
5. Mobile bank Moven.com9 from Brett King.
6. German payments and billing service
PocketsUnited10 that allows users to share costs, such
as taxi bills, deliveries, group presents, joint trips.
7. German mPOS SumUp.com Its card-reader dongle and special mobile app let small enterprises and
sole traders turn their smartphones into mPOS terminals.
8. Virtual Piggy11 — a payment service specially for
kids. It allows children and teenagers (under 18) to
make online purchases under their parents' supervision.
Some of the most interesting and promising projects presented at Finovate Spring (May) in San Francisco:
• PFM system MoneyDesktop;
• real estate crowdinvesting service Realty Mogul;
• online factoring service for SMEs Kabbage;
• tablet device specially for retail points-of-service
Leaf;
• PFM system for children TrustEgg;
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• loyalty cards aggregation and management system Walla.by;
• SME financial planning service LivePlan;
• m-bank that also issues pre-paid cards GoBank;
• crowdinvesting services SeedInvest and P2Binvestor.

On September 10-11 in New York took place
the third Finovate conference. Here's how it was
different from the previous ones:
• There were no mPOS startups. Probably the
market is full and everyone is waiting for the first
results;
• PFM\PFP services continue booming;
• Almost half of the participating startups were
not actually startups. These were new (often B2B)
developments of large, existing companies which
they were presenting to raise purchasing interest
from the industry colleagues;
• There were 2 Russian speakers (TCS Bank and
Instabank) and 4 Russian banks (Sberbank, Alfa
Bank, TCS Bank and Life FG). It’s the largest Russian delegation so far.

The following projects from Finovate Fall should be
singled out:
Ignite sales — an interesting tablet application with
visual dashboards giving bank executives information
about their particular branches;
MotifInvesting — instead of buying individual
stocks, you invest in intelligently weighted baskets of
stocks based on ideas. You invest in investment ideas,
«motifs»;
Lighter capital — is online lending service for SMEs;
BizEquity — empowers SMEs with tools and information to determine the estimated value of their business;
FinanceIT — is a POS financing system allowing businesses to offer consumer financing to their customers a
point of sale with a tablet device;
LearnVest — is a PFP service that pairs users with independent personal financial consultants at fixed service
rates;

mBank — presented a personal video consultant service as part of their sophisticated online banking system,
alongside several other advanced developments;
MoneyDesktop — ne of the best PFM services in the
world in terms of visual usability, announced its PFP
module (a tool for setting goals and considering scenarios).
The world’s largest annual event on worldwide
financial innovations Money 202012 was held in Las
Vegas on October 6-10, 2013. How is Money 2020 dif-

ferent from Finovate? Finovate is more focused on
the current and most recent fintech developments (it
is held four times a year), it's more startup-oriented
(100% of participants are newly established companies or new services of older companies), and more
pragmatic (1-2 days, little entertainment, many pitches and deals). Money2020 is a much more high-profile
event (with about 5,000 participants), more formal
(the show is run by banks and payment systems),
more international (the majority of FinTech startups
are from the US, while there are bank representatives
from almost every country), and more entertaining
(a leisurely 5-day program with breaks, lush lunches,
and networking sessions).
Among the other relevant topics, were discussed:
focus on the mobile, widespread development of Register & Pay Via Profile function by those who have already existing large customer bases (one would think
banks should be first in line here, but apparently not),
tablet+mPOS solutions like LifePAD, and the everpresent Bitcoin. To sum up, the difference between
Finovate and Money2020 is the same as between
Twitter and Wikipedia. The first is used by those who
want to stay updated and make the news themselves,
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while the second one is more for those who want to
find out what they have missed.
And a few words about Finovate in Singapore.
This is the newest, and the smallest and the most local market-oriented of all Finovate events. This Asia
forum saw two times less financial projects comparing to Finovate Fall in New York — in total only 36. The
following four projects were especially well-received
by the audience.

— Online identification service BehavioSec, based
on user's mobile phone of computer use behaviour.
The company opened in 2009, in Sweden. It's first
product was brought to the market only in April last
year. Nonetheless, back at home all of the largest
Swedish banks are already on its client list.
— IND Group demonstrated its new mobile banking concept, called Essence. As the Group's web-site
claims, «it's a revolutionary mobile application that

At the last Money 2020, the biggest interest was raised by the presentation
of the industry stars: Facebook, Amazon, PayPal, Square, Stripe. Such
speeches are interesting for those who do not follow the latest news:
Facebook promoted to banks its advertising services;
Amazon and Facebook announced their new function Register & Pay Via Profile, created to compete
with PayPal. It allows you not only register in another service or store via your social network profile or
Amazon account, but also pay with your card without having to fill out any further details — the system
retrieves bank details and address from your profile in another network automatically;
PayPal spoke about an extensive shift towards the offline and again presented
its recent product Beacon (a Bluetooth low-energy POS device that connects
to customers’ PayPal app when they enter a store), and digital merchant wallet
(which in fact barely differs from mPOS «merchant profile»);
Square demonstrated its performance indicators (4.5 million customers and $15B annual turnover),
spoke about its POS tablet, Square Market (a kind of eBay for Square customers) and Square Wallet
(digital wallet for private individuals.
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helps match the most popular online banking options
in line with the heightened expectations of our users.»
This implies clear user interface, simplified navigation
functions, attractive design, option of integrating with
the existing banking platforms, reliance on technological capabilities of smartphones (cameras, GPS, accelerometer), personalised offers, data visualisation, etc.
— California-based Kofax, with several decades of
history and working in over 30 countries all over the
world, brought to Finovate Asia its new B2B product
Kofax Mobile Capture. Launched only in March this
year, this technology allows using smartphone cameras as scanners, to photograph documents and photos and extract the necessary information from these
image files.
— American PFM service Yodlee again took the
Best of Show, thanks to Tandem, its family budgeting
app. The service can also be integrated with banks'
mobile apps.
— The first international presentation of Life.SREDA's LifePAD also took place during Finovate Asia. The
device's first Russian presentation took place during
Money of the Future, 2 weeks before that.
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II Conference
Money of the Future
The second annual conference Money of the Future hosted by Life.SREDA VC was held on October
24 at the venue of the new Moscow nightclub Space.
It is the biggest FinTech event in the Eastern Europe,
the so-called «Russian Finovate». The unconventional atmosphere, akin to a hackathon, was surprising
and pleasant for more than 1,100 attendees, creating
a welcome difference from the dull banking events
they had to get used to. It was more like a hackathon for Facebook programmers-beginners. Over

20 speakers from around the world (best of Finovate
and Money 2020 participants) took the floor: Simple,
Moven, TheCurrencyCloud, eToro, Kreditech, Fidor,
and more. A special guest this year Nikolay Nikiforov,
Minister of Communications and Mass Media of Russia made the most «mind-blowing» announcement.
He stated that Russian Post will offer major public
banking services. It will focus on high-tech Internet
and mobile services instead of conventional cash
loans, payments and transactions.

The most discussed topics were
Rapid growth of mPOS acquiring in Russia;
«Mobile first» changes how banking services are perceived and consumed;
The largest global financial startups enter new markets;
Active development of online financial services for SMEs.

#LifeMF2013
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4

WHY INVEST IN FINTECH STARTUPS?
KEY DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES
OF FINANCIAL INNOVATIONS
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One of the most renown and active investor in
financial startups is Howard Schultz, the CEO of
Starbucks. Mr. Schultz invests both as a private individual and as a company. He says14 that investments
in financial services bring Starbucks not only profit,
but also viral ad campaigns and a positive, modern
image. Each 10th purchase in this American coffeehouse chain is made using the special mobile app,
available on Android and iOS smartphones15.
On average, Starbucks customers all over the
world perform as many as 3 million mobile transac-

HOWARD SCHULTZ

CEO Starbucks

tions every week. Over the past year the percentage
of payments via mobile device at Starbucks shops
has grown sixfold. In the summer of 2012 the Starbucks chain began accepting payments via mobile
POS Square. The recent Starbucks quarterly report
for investors and analysts again demonstrated company's excellent results — Howard Schultz explains
the record-breaking figures by expanded coffeehouse products range, as well as increasingly active
work with the mobile phone technologies segment22,
which helps attract the younger generation, allows
customers create new dishes, pre-order their coffee
and other products thus helping to ease work during rush hours, and pay for their purchase using their
mobile devices.
QIWI’s IPO case is even better. In the beginning
of May, in New York during the IPO, the business of
the largest Russian instant payments operator Qiwi
Group was valuated at $884M. Due to the QIWI’s initial strategy focused on conversion of offline customers in online wallet clients, investors do not consider it to be a money transfers company with
extended network of offline terminals. In Q3
2013 QIWI announced the results of the
second quarter 201316. Changes to fees
for inactive accounts had a positive effect on the financial performance and
amounted to RUB 224M, which constituted approximately 30% of Visa
QIWI Wallet segment net revenue in
the quarter. Visa QIWI Wallet payment
volume grew up 80% over the prior year
period and amounted to RUB 58.7B. Visa

QIWI Wallet segment net revenue for the quarter that
ended June 30, 2013, was RUB 755M ($23.1M), representing an increase of 185%, comparing to RUB 265M
for the same period in the previous year. There are a
lot of payment market players in Russia, but none of
them focus on shifting customers from the offline to
the online. Step by step, QIWI is developing its mobile app and the quality of client conversion channels:
from the first stage, when a customer tops-up their
mobile phone at a street terminal, and all the way
through to installing the mobile app and applying for
a linked bank card. Maybe it’s the reason why QIWI’s
wallet spurred 56% post-IPO jump on growth bets17,
eventually stepping over the $3B capitalization mark
by the end of the year?

In any case, if a company provides not just a financial service, but an online financial service, quite
different multipliers must be applied to assess
its capitalization — as far as online services are
valuated higher than traditional banks.

According to the research of CrunchBase18, corporate venture funds are beginning to overtake the
private ones in terms of transactions volume. This
holds true to bank-based VC. Banks have no desire to
simply hand over the «final mile» of their customer
relations to the «brilliant geeks» from garage startups
and Internet giants. Creating own venture fund is not
the only way of trying the «temperature of innovations water». Below we will consider several possible
strategies for finding new innovative ideas and products, and what are they likely to lead to.

STRATEGY 1:
OWN VENTURE CAPITAL FIRM
In Q1 of 2013, the Spanish financial group BBVA
set up a venture capital firm to invest up to $100M in
financial start-ups in San Francisco19 (today, the fund
has invested in Ribbit Capital and 500 Startups, as well
as in the «European Square» SumUp).
At the end of the last year, American Express has
set up its own fund with the same budget. Accenture
has opened the fintech Innovation Lab and incubator in London28. Israeli bank Leumi and business
accelerator Elevator have launched a joint support
program for fintech startups.
In September 2012, Life.SREDA VC firm was established in Moscow with the ambitious aim to operate
globally. Recently, Sberbank (Russia) and Silicon Val-
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ley Bank (USA) announced20 the launching of a joint
project to support venture market. The list of services
for entrepreneurs includes opening a bank account,
debt financing, financial and management consulting. Nowadays, Sberbank’s focus is on m-commerce,

virtual currencies, e-wallets, gamification, social banking, Big Data, PFM, security, fraud detection and prevention, as well as a variety of services to improve the
general financial literacy of the population.
In late 2013, British bank Barclays, jointly with
businesses accelerator Techstars, launched a fintech
startups support initiative21. The lucky select few will
benefit from a 15-week course at Techstars, as well
as £12.5K in seed investments, in exchange for a 6%
share. Applications will be accepted from all over the
world, and the best 10 will be selected to participate.
The teams must submit outstanding ideas and products capable of «revolutionizing the world of finance».
At that, it's not at all compulsory to propose a solution to fit the particular Barclays profile. The participants will have to use their time to develop and endproduct and present it to the investors. Each startup
will be mentored by a member of the management
team, either from Barclays or from TechStars. The
bank-accelerator tandem is planning to support up
to 60 projects, running 6 different programs over the
course of three years. The application deadline in on
March 21, 201422. The program is due to start in midJune next year, and the final projects will be presented
in September.

STRATEGY 2:
OPEN API AND EXTERNAL
DEVELOPERS

E-Business Centre of Ukrainian PrivatBank published all its products, services, functions and processes of the past two years as open APIs. In 2013,
they have established an internal product development platform «Konveyer»25 («assembly line»). In

fact, it is a middle-ware between the IT back-end and
client interfaces for assembling products/services
using ready API code snippets. But «open APIs» are
used not only in the banking sectors. They are popular among independent startups, both financial and
non-financial (travel, e-commerce, etc.).
PayPal allocated a separate developer platform
for fintech solutions and supplied them with its open
APIs26. In September plaid.io, a startup company that
transforms information stored and processed by
banks into open API, raised $2.8B27.

STRATEGY 3:
SETTING UP INNOVATION HUBS
AND USABILITY LABS28

ING Customer Experience Center was established
a few years ago as a joint venture between ING, HP,
IBM, Microsoft, Intel, Cisco, and Progress. The centre

This year saw an noticeable rise in popularity of
the «open API» solutions among financial services —
it's an option that can easily mean more expansive
projects, at lower costs.
As we've already mentioned, in October 2012
Credit-Agricole bank launched its own appstore Credit
Agricole Store23. Recently, the Spanish Sabadell24 bank
joined a group of financial institutions that willing to
open their APIs to outsourced developers. It has developed its own program to encourage talented teams
capable of generating fresh ideas for mobile banking.
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has a multidisciplinary team of specialists engaged in
modelling consumer behaviour in different situations,
writing behavioural scripts, and development of innovative products on the basis of this data.
Innovation Centre of the Spanish bank la Caixa
in Barcelona includes a usability lab CaixaMobile,
which simulates behaviour of banking services consumers. CaixaMobile lab studies various aspects of
using mobile financial services and modern communication devices on the basis of 50 different
apps for mobile devices.
In 2011, as part of Capital One, were established
the Capital One Labs. Their branches are now open in
three US cities. Working groups within the Capital One
Labs comprise of three employees: a business analyst, an engineer, and a designer. Meetings and competitions for young developers often take place on the
premises and under the auspice of Capital One Labs.
Citibank’s research interests are focused in two
major areas: corporate business (primarily payments
and transactions), and investment & trading. In 2009,
Citi invested €24M in setting up a new R&D unit in
Dublin (development of new financial products and
services, in particular in the billing and payments sector). In 2011, Citi opened its Technology Innovation
Centre in Israel (algorithmic trading, mobile solutions
for trading, distributed risk management, data intelligence, etc.). In 2011, Citi opened the first Research
Banking Centre in the Pacific, the Innovation Lab in

Observatory of Innovation, Technology Laboratory,
and interdisciplinary project teams. The building has
large halls for conferences and workshops, rooms for
group work and special «meeting corners».
Bank in 2009, Bankinter has opened its of fintech
Bankinter Labs. Originally, labs.bankinter.com was
created as a crowdsourcing project where employees
and members of the public could collaborate to create better financial services.

STRATEGY 4:
IN-HOUSE DEVELOPMENT
Half year ago, a new department called Alfa-Lab
was opened by the Russian Alfa-Bank29. In contrast to
similar labs of the Western banks, which focus mainly
on studying and improving the customer experience
and developing innovative financial products, the Alfa-Lab is working on new services, as well as on supporting the existing ones, combining professional
competences from various areas. Today Alfa-Lab is
run by Vladimir Urbanskiy, former employee of Life
Financial Group. Alpha-Lab has a cross-functional
team, bringing together specialists from different
departments. The team consists of analysts, product
experts, developers, marketers, designers, architects,
etc. There are more than 100 people in the team and
in the long term, their number should not exceed 200250 employees. The Lab is also planning a series of
hackathons for independent programmers30.
Polish mBank31, awarded Best of Show at Finovate

Singapore (development and testing of transactional
services for corporate clients).
BBVA's Strategy and Innovation Department was
created in 2007 within the Department of Technology
and Operations. In July 2011, the company has established its Innovation Centre in Madrid. It includes
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Fall, has more than 2.5 million online customers. The
bank identifies 11 areas for innovation and aims to
compete in each of those with specialized startups
offering dedicated solutions for each particular area.
This refers to P2P payments, video banking, gamification, transactional marketing and all other areas.
The bank's CRM system tracks more than 2 000 parameters for each client. By monitoring these parameters in real time, mBank can determine events
that happen in the life of the customers, and identify
the moment they might need recourse to certain financial services. The mission is to offer customers
a full-fledged alternative to «real» banks with their
branches and office, allowing bankers to reduce the
expenses on maintaining numerous service staff and
premises. At the same time, it allows the customer to
cut costs on the interaction with the bank, as far as
an average branch visit almost always means loosing time on traffic jams, parking (cost of a parking
ticket!), waiting in line to be served, and then travelling back. The project team is built on the principle
of a «triangle of expertise». First of all, it includes experts on banking products and processes, those who
understand the banking business. The second angle
is comprised of «engineers». In the third «sit» user
experience (UX) specialists.
PrivatBank, already mentioned in the Open APIs
section, might provide those APIs to external developers, yet their main focus is still on the bank’s own
department of innovative services development.
Their Electronic Business Centre employs more than
900 people.

The innovator's dilemma:
Choosing a strategy
A book by Harvard Business School professor Clayton Christensen, The Innovator’s Dilemma32, collects
the results of his research into the market of innovations. Using examples from many sectors (mainly
technology), he shows the difference between supportive and disruptive innovations, and why big corporations (usually at their peak) are not able to adopt
disruptive innovations and, falling off the throne of
arrogance, they go bankrupt. Supporting innovations
are always based on market research, meeting the
needs of the current customer base, bringing fast (but
not long-term) high returns. They are always voted in
by the board of directors and shareholders. Disruptive innovations are always associated with risk, with
vision and intuition. They offer the customer something that he has not thought about and can't very
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well judge, and they change the customer’s mindset.
At the beginning they bring small profits, since at first
innovative products are consumed only by a small
group of customers, usually new or younger ones.
However, they change the market, and in the long run
can bring a company much more profit than it could
ever imagine. A classic example is Amazon. Its shareholders have always been against the Kindle project,
which now generates major revenues.
Christensen’s study shows that large and successful corporations are rarely capable of disruptive innovation because their internal processes are built in
such way that they always choose the most predictable scenarios, missing the wider picture of the future. The only solution for a large corporation is to
separate artificially a team\small company that will
work with disruptive innovations. These «cast-aways»
are relocated into another building, given unusual job
titles, they are not bound by the dress code and strict
timetables, no one forces them to fight for company’s
budgets and standard KPIs. These people should be
entrepreneurs by spirit, even if they are hired managers. Thus the large company creates an artificial startup — it's essential to encourage this separate team to
feel like it is their company, like they are working for
themselves.
The question is, which of these strategies and activities would really fly in a modern bank, and which
will simply end up a «pretty wrapping» for the same
old business? After all, it won't suffice to just choose
the right course, hire the right people, and give them
a big budget, to disrupt an entire sector. It's the company's very corporate culture that must be profoundly
shaken up.
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MPOS-ACQUIRING:
SQUARE ANNOUNCES
A 2014 IPO! WHICH
COMPETITORS WILL
IT ACQUIRE?
The acquiring market is an excellent example of
how in just a couple of years startups can take over
a huge market, pushing the banking giants to its outskirts. A glance at the US market (and soon enough,
the European one as well), reveals how payment
startups have changed the market of credit- and
debit-card payments34 (a fact much appreciated by
the venture firms). The largest body of fintech startups specialise in mPOS-acquiring35. Even though, so
far nobody has come close to challenging the unwavering dominance of Square.
Popular American mPOS service Square, founded
by Jack Dorsey36, allows smartphone users to accept
payments via credit cards (Square’s motto is to «create a service that even Granny can use»37). The company might have its IPO as soon as 2014, according
to the Wall Street Journal38. Today the company’s annual turnover is around $20B with a $550M revenue.
Square’s senior executives have already conducted a
series of negotiations with America’s largest investment banks: Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley. Late
in 2013, Rizvi, SV Angel and Groupe Artemis started
buying Square shares from secondary offering (mainly vested stock sold by the company employees), at a
$5B valuation (up from $3.25B at the company’s last
round of funding in September 2012)39.
One of the recent interesting initiatives of Square
is a series of events Let's Talk! organised in the form
of networking breakfasts for the representatives of
the local small businesses40. This is the platform for
the company client's to meet and communicate, discuss their ideas, and exchange experiences. Other
noticeable PR actions of Square included a four-day
computer coding camp for female college and highschool students41, as well as a publicly banned sales
of «weapons and other devices designed to cause
physical injury» through their service42. In September
2013 the service announced its upcoming partnership
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with the company Intuit. Intuit integrated its accounting software QuickBooks with the payment date from
Square43. The company also entered its third market,
after US and Canada — now Square is also publicly
available in Japan44.
Square also continues active development of its
other business directions: Square Wallet service for
individuals, and Square Market. Today Square Wallet
offers one more new service — Square Cash45. It allows users sending each other money via their e-mail

addresses46. The small and medium business entrepreneurs can enjoy the innovative services of the
new online platform Square Market — it offers the
Square terminals users to create their own SME online stores (similar to My-Apps.com) to sell the goods
and service47. In effect, this means that now any
small business owner can open his or her very own
Internet store, completely for free and in mere minutes. Without having to create their own websites,
the entrepreneurs simply use the squareup.com/
market platform, connect their loyalty programs and
integrate with the desired social networks. Their customers can browse the e-shop windows from their
computers and mobile devices, register an account
and pay for their shopping from a linked bank card.
Square charges a commission fee of 2.75% on each
online purchase. By the way, the microblog giant
Twitter is now also considering launching a service
similar to Square Market48.

The last quarter of 2013 saw a series of significant
initiatives by Square: the service removed its holds
and deposit limits on credit card transactions entered
by its customers manually49 through the Square terminals; updated its web-site50 and its card reader device51; acquired Evenly52 (a mobile wallet that helps
friends split their common expenses), and launched
its collaboration with the mobile accessories manufacturer Griffin53. Moreover, the founder and CEO of
the mobile payments company Square, and the cofounder and co-creator of Twitter, Jack Dorsey joined
the Disney corporation's board of directors54. The
heads of the world's largest entertainment corporation believe that his skills as an Internet-entrepreneur
will help Disney improve its Internet presence and
its communication with the online audience. Robert
Iger, the Disney chief executive, praised Dorsey as a
«talented entrepreneur who has helped create groundbreaking new businesses in the social media and commerce space». «The perspective he brings to Disney and
its Board is extremely valuable, given our strategic priorities, which include utilizing the latest technologies and
platforms to reach more people and to enhance the relationship we have with our customers,» Mr Iger said. In
turn, Jack Dorsey said he was «honoured and humbled» to join the Disney board. To-date, the Disney
board of directors also includes the chief operating
officer of Facebook Sheryl Sandberg and the former
Sybase CEO John Chen. After Pixar studios were acquired in 2006, the Disney's board of directors also
saw the participation of the late Steve Jobs.
In a nutshell, what distinguishes Square from the
other market participants is probably one of the best
teams on board, and a highly mobile and creative
operating management system55, which means that
the decisions within and company are made rapidly,
striving to shorten and simplify the process of bringing new ideas and products to light. Yet today Square
has an impressive number of competitors all over
the world56.
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Competitors
of Square

British mPowa is ranked as a second mPOS
firm in terms of total investments after Square.
Its parent company Powa had raised recordbreaking $76M for the development of this
sector57. Earlier, mPowa service entered the
Portuguese market58 in partnership with a local
mobile operator.

European SumUp decreased its fees in several countries on mobile acquiring with local debit
cards: down to 1.95% for Austria and the Netherlands, 1.75% for France, 1.5% for Spain, 0.95%
for Germany. In Portugal, Belgium and Russia
card transactions are still charged at 2.75%.
Earlier in 2013, Groupon and American Express
invested several million US dollars in SumUp59.
Later on they were joined by BBVA Ventures, as
an investor and partner for entering the Latin
American market60. Partnership with the American Express means the service will be able to
accept their cards61.

Another European equivalent of Square,
iZettle, brought in $6.6M from Banco Santander (Spain)62 and set new, lower per-transaction
fees for the UK63. An additional contribution of
only £2,000 per month would allow the sellers
to reduce the per-transaction fee from 2.75%
to 1.5%. The project has also entered the Mexican market64 and launched its new mobile card
reader65.

Another competitor of Square is Payleven — in a race to keep up with the crowd of other competitors, it
launched new model of card readers66 which can accept chip-n-pin cards, as well as attracted a new backer67.
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Naturally, USA remains the stage of the biggest and most frequents updates in
the mPOS services market. Here are some of the news from the Square's competitors:
Intuit launched a Square analogy68.
***
The world online payments giant PayPal continued developing its PayPal Here project. The company also
presented its new mobile card reader on the UK market69.
***
Clinkle, a mysterious new application, appeared on the market in June 2013. A young American entrepreneur and programmer Lucas Duplan and his 50-strong team have spent 2 years secretly developing
a new mobile payments application to top Square and finally make the world forget about wallets full of
cards and banknotes71. Interestingly enough, even though hardly anything more is know about Clinkle, the
project, without even a prototype to show for it, has already gathered $25M in seed investments — recordbreaking in the history of the Silicon Valley. On the other hand, despite this generous trust, recently Clinkle
had to fire 25% of its employees72.
***
Another new curious project is called Loop73. It's a startup, first presented at the Money 2020 conference,
which offers to scan the magnetic strip of any card using a mobile reader that closely resembles the Square
dongle, add the scanned card to your digital «wallet», from which the magnetic signal will be sent to any cardreading device, such as the traditional POS terminals or even Square. Recently Loop managed to attract $10M
in Series A investments and now is preparing for Series B in early 201474.
***
A new startup Coin75, from under the wing of Y Combinator seed accelerator, offers a solution similar to
that of Loop, with the difference that a client gets an actual digital card where they can store the data from
all their other plastic cards scanned using, again, a special mobile phone dongle76. Coin can already be preordered from their web-site for $55, but retail sales will begin only next year and at a price of $100. So far, the
project and its promotion video have inspired numerous questions from the curious users. The developers
demonstrated very quick response to most of them77, and the Coin's CEO has already done a public demonstration of the first operational reader and digital wallet78. Unfortunately, the gadget won't be able to replace
chip-n-pin cards yet, so the European customers might want to give it some time.
***
A mobile acquiring startup Flint allows user to photograph their card and thus authorise it and subsequently
use it to accept payments. So far, the startup managed to attract further $2M in investments80 (raising the
total amount of investments in the project to $11M).
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So far, Russia has around 10 projects-clones of Square which,
however, are all rather varied among themselves in terms
of connection speed, and the quality of associated services81
The Russian mPOS market has a huge potential — Russia has an extremely wide and deep mobile networks coverage, a low level of offline-acquiring penetration, and a rapidly growing popularity
of plastic cards in everyday transactions. Russians
are also used to the paying through their mobile
phones (by call or sms), perhaps even more so than
the Europeans82.
The first fully-Russian analogy to announce its
results is a project Life-Pay83. In its first 6 months,
the service has already attracted over 6,000 clients
using 15,000 dongles, and 2013 saw as much as
$1M in transaction using these devices. Right now

this «Russian Square» is mPOS No.1 in Russia84. In
early 2014 LifePay became the first Russian company to offer its clients reader dongles to be used
together with smartphones for chip&pin and credit
card payments85.
In November 2013, the CEO of Life-Pay Vyacheslav
Semenchuk became a winner of the Global Student
Entrepreneur Awards 2013. Every year, Russian Venture Corporation and a team of associated industry
experts compile a rating of Russian startups, and this
year LifePay was awarded an investment-rating AA86.
In February 2014 the project will give its presentation
at Finovate Europe 2014 in London.

100 000 clients
and 250 000 dongles
LifePay plans for 2014

To sum up the industry competition of Square, we can point at three most actively growing competitors: PayPal Here, mPowa, and SumUp. However, the first two are already rather large companies concentrated on their
existing liens of business and hardly aim at seizing the mobile acquiring market. Whereas SumUp seems to be
the most likely candidate for acquisition. Speaking of Russian projects, it seems fairly clear that they are created
for sale, yet different companies have different goals in this regard. Vyacheslav Semenchuk87, the СЕО of LifePay,
comments on his readiness to sell his company to Square or another competitor88: «We are not interested in selling
for cash — shares exchange would be the preferred option for us. We would like to remain a team and continue developing our project in Russia. Maybe under another brand, but as long as we receive in exchange access to new competences
and knowledge. But viewed as just a current need for further cash influx — we don't have this acute need. Our current
shareholders can easily withstand several more investment series, and we are also currently negotiating to enter the
national markets in Germany and Ukraine. So right now, our situation is pretty much like in that ad: if they don't come to
us, we'll eventually come to them». Mr Semenchuk also points out89 that in the current Russian realities, it's better
to be a part of the large team of Life.SREDA then try to raise a financial startup on your own.
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6

T-FINANCE: HOW ARE
TABLETS TRANSFORMING
POS SOLUTIONS?
In Q4 2013, worldwide sales
of tablets surpassed those
of PCs, and 2015 promises final
domination of post-PC devices90
according to analysts
at IDC Research Company

Their latest forecast anticipates that by 2017 tablets will hold 16.5% gadget market share (it is currently at 11%). Aggregate share of desktops and laptops will fall from 27% to 13%, and the rest of the
market will belong to smartphones. The reason for
the PC market's stagnation is well known and quite
obvious: their potential growth is overtaken by tablets, which capabilities perfectly fit for an average
user. This year alone, the smart gadgets' market will
grow by 27.8%.
Along with the growing number of tablets, the
number of tablet-oriented startups and solutions
increases. On the most part today tablets are used
as private entertainment devices. Yet launching their
use in businesses (restaurants, taxis, hotels, shops,
fitness-centres, etc.) can potentially revolutionise the
market.
For example, a new tablet-based Danish startup
Wallmob91 offers a tablet with pre-installed CRM, ERP
apps and mobile reader for credit card payments92.
Wallmob claims to be the perfect solution for large
network clients and promises to turn their sale
points into the likes of ultra-innovative and freakishly popular Apple Stores. In 2013 the startup received
$1.2M in seed funding.
Canadian startup Shopify was initiated as an online construction kit for online shops (similar to My-

Apps.com). The next logical step was going offline
with a tablet product Shopify POS93, which has already attracted as many as 65,000 clients94. Thanks
to its success in gaining offline clients, Shopify managed to raise Series C in the amount of $100M95 for
dedicated development of this part of their business.
In December 2013, Shopify hosted an unusual festival in Ottawa, called Popify96. During the festival,
various Shopify clients presented their galleries and
stores in a market-like set-up. Shopify also launched
a new iOS app for sales and payments via iPhone97.
Leaf. In February 2013 it pitched the first prototypes during London Finovate, and in September the
same year it already received a $20M investment
from payment giant Heartland98. The distinguishing
feature is that Leaf produces their own 8-inch Android tablets unlike the majority of similar projects
that are based on iPad.
Erply, which is one of the most active independent
software developers for such products, has recently
raised $2.15M in investments99 ($4.2M total). Vend100
from New Zeeland was initially a developer of cloud
software for SMEs, providing payments, accounting,
ERP and CRM. It has 6,000 clients in 100 countries
(mostly in Australia and New Zeeland) and it has received $10M in two rounds since 2010. Today, the
project doesn’t produce anything itself, but it is active-
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ly setting up partnerships with a number of projects
mentioned above to provide complex solutions for
the Australian market. Recently, Vend has also hired
a manager from Intuit and Mint.com Anthony Comisarias as its head of business development in the US.
One of the most hottest American startups of this
kind, Revel101, has fully equipped the stadium of Alabama University102 with its terminals as a promotional

campaign and set up a strategic partnership with PayPal103. PayPal is actively exploring possibilities to go
offline with its e-wallet and new device Beacon. Such
projects really change the way of doing business (see
PayPal’s October research The Future of POS, analysing the impact of smartphones, tablets, and new financial services on retail104).

More interesting happenings on the T-Finance market in 2013:

Payment giant First Data buys
a startup Clover for $34.1M105

In November 2013 Square started selling its
tablet product Square Stand, immediately going
big-chain retail, selling at 1,000 US supermarkets Staples106 (the network owns over 2,000
stores in 26 countries all over the world). Most
probably, soon the product will also be offered
at BestBuy chain stores and Apple showrooms.

Former Google Wallet developers received
$7M107 from the former Google CEO Eric
Schmidt for Index.com the company creates
POS software that allows easy customisation
for specific clients.
40
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What Banks Think
of T-Finance

Gradually, banks also begin to turn their attention to such box solutions. As predicted by Juniper
Research, by 2017 the numbers of active mobile
banking users with tablet devices will reach 200 million persons108 (19% of all the Internet banking users, compared to 9% in 2013). In this light, the telebanking users who previously used to access their
accounts via computers and various types of laptops, in four years' time for the most part will be using tablet devices for the same oprations. The same
forecast predicts that by 2020 more Internet banking users will access their accounts via tablets that
via smartphones — tablets have a growing reputation of more secure and conventient devices than
the smartphones. With the progressively growin
range and popularity of mobile financial tools and
business apps, tables will become a steady alternative to personal computers and laptops, also overtaking smartphones in the professional gadgets
segment.
Mobile banking apps are first and foremost demanded by small and micro-enterprises. American
bank BBVA Compass has come to the same conclusion in 2013 and has introduced a separate packaged product BizTablet109. Aimed specifically at this
group of clients, in addition to the current account
the product also includes a tablet with a preinstalled mobile bank app and mobile card reader110.
The most forward-thinking Middle Eastern bank
Mashreq has launched in Dubai its new product:
opening a new bank, a client receives a GALAXY Tab
filled to the brim with various finance apps111.
Russians, according to the latest statistics data,
own around 2.8 million tablets, which makes up
only 2% of the country's population. The market
potential, though, is huge. That's why venture firm
Life.SREDA has made investments in LifePAD — a
tablet with preinstalled mobile reader and business
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38 800 000
the potential audience LifePAD
According to the venture firm's
in-house analysts

apps, the so-called «Kindle of finance». The beta
stage with 1,000 devices took place in January 2013.
Currently, there are 20,000 devices in the market
and the current project investments amount is $7M.
At the moment they are distributed exclusively
among the clients of LIFE Finance Group and, at
that, for free. The project brings profit not from device selling or renting, but on its use (similar to Amazon for Kindle). The service operates three types of
monetisation: payment per app installation (a partner places its app and pays for each installation),
payment per action (partner places its app for free
but pays commission on each purchase through the
app), share for installation (the startup allocated
project shares for rapid scaling to a large customer
base, and in the next series the investor is obliged
to purchase the allocated shares).
The product will reach its full potential when the
Moscow users (and later, users all over Russia) will
be able to sign documents with a personal digital
signature generated by the sim-cards pre-installed
in the LifePAD tablets112.
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Here's a curious fact about educational qualities
of tablets: in spring 2012, a group of MIT researchers stages an unusual experiment in the region of
Addis Ababa113. The researchers gathered boxes full
of tablets and dropped them from a helicopter in
an Ethiopian village, for the local children to find.
The kids managed to get hold of the tablets, learned
to turn them on, and after 3 weeks could use them
without having ever been taught. The experiment
results demonstrated a rapid peek in literacy
among the participating children. Since early 2013,
Thailand is implementing a state programme One
Tablet Per Child (OTPC). The authorities purchased
900,000 tablet computers with Android, for a total
of $96M114. India also runs a similar programme
called Aakash, since 2011. Over the 2 years of its
existence around 600,000 tables have been distributed among local children. LifePad developers
see their creation as something akin to this «box of
tablets from a helicopter», only several thousands
more tablets, and in Russia115.
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CROWDFUNDING IS
EVOLVING TOWARDS
CROWDINVESTING
AND TRYING TO FIND
DEMAND OUTSIDE USA

If we remember Massolution's116 last year's research, in 2012 crowdfunding and crowdinvesting
markets have grown by 81% and amounted to $2.7B
for 1.1 million projects:
• $1.4B for crowdfunding (+85%);
• $1.2B for crowdinvesting in investment loans
(+111%);
• $0.1B for crowdinvesting in stock purchase
(+30%);
Of which, the North American market amounted
to $1.6B (+105%), European market — $0.95B (+65%),
and the rest of the world showed an increase of 125%.
By the end of 2013, Massolution anticipated an 89%
increase from $2.7B to $5.1B (the major growth will
happen in crowdinvesting via stock purchases: approximately +300%). Top ten largest platforms in the
analysis are KickStarter, Indiegogo, Crowdfunder,
RocketHub, Crowdrise, Somolend, appbacker, AngelList, Invested.in, and Quirky.
On the one hand, it is one of the most detailed and
thorough researches of this sector, on the other hand,
it is unclear why crowdinvesting volume was $0.1B if

the turnover of platforms like secondmarket.com and
sharespost.com is several times larger each? Apparently, the reason is that both giants work only with professional investors with a high entry barrier, also, their
work is not based on the JOBS ACT, they have received
their brokerage licenses before it was enacted. Anyhow,
the growth rate of this direction are truly astounding,
even if there are some errors in research details — it
still works to illustrate the sector's general dynamics
and notable potential.

Crowdfunding

In its latest report the World Bank stated that by
2025 the turnover of crowdfunding deals in the developing countries alone can go as high as $96B117.
That's almost twofold the total world venture market in 2012, and thirty times larger than the entire
crowdfunding market at the moment (in 2012 it was
at $2.7B). More than a half of this amount is brought
in by China (around $50B). Followed by the Eastern
Europe, Central Asia, and Latin America. The report also gives the following statistics: today there
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are several hundreds of crowdfunding platforms
around the world, of which 344 in USA, 17 in Brazil,
4 in Russia, and in China — only 1. According to its
forecasts, by 2025 all these countries in aggregate
will have between 240 and 344 million households
willing to participate, financially, in crowdfunding
initiatives. The most reliable indicator for predicting the dissemination of crowdfunding is the level
of social networks penetration. Crowdfunding helps
small enterprises find financing for their idea, as
well as provides additional marketing. This, in turn,
leads to the enterprises' greater input in their country's GDP growth. On top of that, crowdfunding has
several other useful functions: it increases the effectiveness of subsequent investors (business angels, funds, etc.), broadens the geography of angel
investing, and so on.
Without doubts, the most notable crowdfunding service is KickStarter. In Q1 2013, the service
launched its own iOS mobile app — it allows users to
search for new projects and brows the most popular
ones, donate funds and notify project creators about
project funding. Back in August 2013 KickStarter announced that it has overseen financing of 110,000
projects for $612M118, by the end of October the same
year it claimed that 5 million people have invested
$1B75 using the platform119. The service continues
its international expansion: on the 9th of September it launched in Canada120, and several days later
in Australia and New Zeeland121. At the end of 2013
KickStarter published its fundraising statistics122 and
summaries of the most interesting projects: in 2013
3 million sponsors raised $480M for the projects
published on the site. To compare, 2012 saw $320M
in raised funds, and 2011 — a little shy of $100M.
In total, 19,911 projects have been financed in 2013
(compared to 18,109 in 2012 and 11,836 in 2011).
Some projects, irrespective of the allocated
amount, get extended, at times even huge, PR coverage123 — and at times that comes without the funding or an actually realised project124. For instance,
sisters Dajelyn & Dakelyn Diaz collected $7,646 in a
month to open their bakery125, four times as much
as they needed. Another example is a KickStarter
campaign allocating money for a movie with Sylvester Stallone126 (the most generous investors could
add their own soundtrack or even be starred in an
episodic role).
Vincent Etter, a PhD student from EPFL in Lausanne, Switzerland, developed a mathematical model that predicts whether KickStarter projects will be
successful in collecting the pledged amount129. Et-
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ter chose several success criteria, such as collection
rate at the first days, portion collected at a given
date, Twitter mentions, etc. He claims that based on
data for several years, the success of new projects
can be predicted with 84% accuracy. Moreover, the

KickStarter is also known to decline
a lot of applications asking the founders
to prove that their project could go viral
in social networks from the start. Declined applications are often resubmitted after some alterations and end up
way more successful than expected127.
Sometimes projects from Russia128 are
very successful too. For instance:

Michail Sannikov from Izhevsk wanted
$262k for his TV backlight device TV
Lightpack, but raised over $500k;
Gaming company Hobby World raised
$57k instead of desired 15k for their
board game Berserk;
Stream Squad by gaming company
Bretwalda Games (St. Petersburg) collected
a little over $50k;
Victoria Wallet (designer-made wallets)
wanted to raise $800, but received more
than $11k instead;
A card deck project featuring 54 designers
from all over the world Poker Cards asked
for £3k, but received over £6k.

accuracy rate is increasing as the data base grows.
It is notable that estimations are very polar. Projects
with 40-60% probability are very rare, for the most
part they either gravitate towards zero, or right to
95-100%.
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KickStarter's closest competitor, IndieGoGo, is almost 10 times behind KickStarter. The platform was
used to fund 44,000 projects at $98M total130. At that,
he frequency of European startups has increased
threefold, and 30% of all investments come from
outside of the US131. This crowdfunding platform also
allows its users to publish crowdfunding campaigns
on their own web-sites instead of exclusively on IndieGoGo132. One of the most interesting cases of the
year: Turkish protesters used IndieGoGo to raise over
$100k, of which they used $55k to finance a full-page
ad about their political protests in the NY Times133.

In 2013, a well-known crowdfunding service
Crowdtilt launched a service for creating personal
crowdfunding websites134 crowdhoster.com (similar
to WordPress), as well as their own mobile app135.
Crowdtilt also managed to attract some of the bestknown venture platers: Ben Horowitz, Sean Parker
and others136. One of the most interesting cases this
year: Crowdtilt fundraising in support of ex-CIA employee and the now universally famous whistleblower Edward Snowden137.
Some other interesting
crowdfunding events in 2013:
— new crowdfunding platform Rally.org138
launched in Germany, aimed at European projects;
— 12 different British crowdfunding platforms
united to compete with KickStarter and created
a new crowdfunding association UKCFA.org.uk139
aimed at tackling the issues of regulation, technical
and legal support of crowdfunding, as well as associated risks management;
— UK has a new crowdfunding projects directors140 CrowdingIn;
— various projects for crowdfunding of scientific
research continue to grow — alongside the already
established Petridish, the new names include Microryza, iAMscientist, MyProject, and #SciFund;
— pozible.com, an Australian equivalent of Kick-

Starter, is aimed at projects from Asia. In its three
years it allowed the platform users to gather over
$14.3M141 for nearly 5 thousand projects.

Crowdinvesting

Turning now to crowdinvesting, the very actively
growing platform is AngelList. It received $24M142
during its funding round in September 2013, and
now the company is valued at $150M143. Interestingly enough, the leading investors were Atlas Venture
and Google Ventures. Minority investors include over
100 funds, firms and private investors144. Another
curious factor is that some part of the investment
was collected via the new feature of «Syndicates»145
at the platform launched by AngelList just a month
before. Since September 23, American SEC allows
general solicitation, which means that startups can
now publicly advertise the fact of raising money. The
money will go into strengthening the strong enough
presence of Angel.co at the US market.
As we've already mentioned above, AngelList
launched a new function that lets investors form syndicates146. This will be a helping hand enabling larger
deals and more thorough management of investors'
shares, as start-up owners won't need to interact
and correspond directly with the large number of parties involved. AngelList values
this assistance at 5% commission from
every deal, thus making this quite
a financially promising service.
Several days after its own investment round, AngelList published
the first ‘Syndicates’ statistics: 12 investments, $3.5M (total commitment of
$5.6M) from 199 participants147.
In the summer of 2013148 AngelList had
18,000 accredited investors (6,000 of them the
platform considers to be professionals), 100,000
startup profiles (3,000 of which received investments
through the platform), and each week the platform
would facilitate 500 «introductions» between investors and teams, with around $10M invested through
AgelList every month. Today the AngelList base already has over 200,000 companies and 21,000 investors. Of the latter, two thirds are business angles149.
All in all, over the 3 years of project life around 1,3000
companies, including such well-known names as
Uber and Pinterest, have attracted over $200M in investments. The platform also features thousands of
Russian startups. Outside the US, the most popular
investment region of the platform is the UK, twofold
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ahead of Russia, which is by far the largest country
this side of the Pacific present on AngelList.
Among other interesting news from AngelList: the
web-site now features an online calculator angel.co/
valuations for valuating American startups, depending on which college or university it comes from, in
which incubator it is based, where are its headquarters, what market is it aiming at, etc. Seed investment
data about a company are immediately displayed
as a chart. AngelList also joined its resources with a
popular startups base CrunchBase150.

estate crowdinvesting project realcrowd.com.
— US is slowly building up the number of microinvestment crowdinvesting platform for offline projects: for example RealtyMogul.com154 which allows
its users invest exclusively in real estate under construction.
— CircleUp, a crowdinvesting platform for nontechnology consumer startups, has raised a $7.5M

Some other noteworthy

crowdinvesting events this year:
— Seedrs.com — british crowdinvesting platform.
In late 2013 it used its own platform to ask for a
£500k loan for their development on the overseas
markets151. A 8.81% stock promotion is expected,
with a £5.175M capitalisation.
— Online store urbanara.co.uk with a customer
base of 25,000 launched its pre-IPO at a German
crowdinvesting platform de.bergfuerst.com. The
store is hoping to raise €3M152.
— Y Combinator opened a new crowdinvesting
platform WeFunder.com153. It's aimed at attracting
smaller investors in startups. There is also a new real

Series A155.
— In the summer of 2013 a crowdinvesting service FundersClub has made its platform a closedmembership club now available only for the existing members, or exclusively invited new members.
Fundersclub.com has also launched a new referral program: the current members who manage to
bring in new clients-investors will receive up to 10%
of carried interest in the next investment round156.
— In the end of August, a potential competitor
of AngelList, thetrustedinsight.com157, has gone live.
It was backed by 500 Startups which target institutional investors and put emphasis on social networking features.
— microventures.com158 also launched its new
crowdinvesting service — brought by the former
team of SharesPost.
— Upstart, a project that helps college graduates
gather funding for their ideas through crowfinvesting, has attracted $5.9M investments, including from
Eric Schmidt, a former Google CEO159.
— Another new service is pave.com — a crowdinvesting platform that facilitates investing in people
like in assets160.
A few more words should be said specifically
about the JOBS ACT, which was passed in the US in
2013 and is likely to boost the American crowdinvesting market even more. The US. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) proposed new rules that
will permit startups to raise up to $1M per year from
unaccredited investors. Up until now, only the investors with either $1M of liquid assets, or with an annual income of over $200k were permitted to invest
in SME. Now investors with own capital or income
under $100k will be able to invest as well, although
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not more than 5% of their income.
The new rules will allow any interested party to become an investor (within limits — depending on their
capital or income). According to SEC, the crowdinvesting law JOBS AСT161 has already had a strong impact on
the US investments market. TechCrunch comments162
that today in America crowdinvesting is competing
and even replacing angel capitals and venture firms.
Crowdinvesting is also slowly but steadily pushing
banks from the startup financing market163. SEC has already informed the crowdinvesting platform of its plans
to continue supporting the development of this area164.
The only, but key, problem that the rapidly developing
crowdinvesting has is deciding who will be responsible
for due diligence of applications, and from whom users
can claim liabilities in case of a failure165.
It should be noted that Europe does not have a law
similar to the American JOBS ACT regulating crowdinvesting via stock purchase, however it is not a problem
for equivalent projects, such as Seedmatch in Germany, Bihoop in Spain, CrowdfundMe in Italy and Crowdcube in Britain. outline legal models of the services.
The research166 and presentation167 of the European
Crowdfunding Network give detailed descriptions of
legal models for the service.

Currently, there are several Russian initiatives to
found analogies of AngelList. One example is a plat-

for Google Glass169.
Another Russian crowdinvesting platform, called
SmartMarket.net, didn't manage to take off with their
original business model170. Despite the unsuccessful
first version of SmartMarket, the Russian investors
still believe in the future of this direction on the Russian market171.
Other newly launched Russian crowdinvesting
platforms:
— spark.ru — was created by Andrey Zagoruyko,
the creator of a blog about social media and startups
widely popular among the sector professionals siliconrus.com (subtitled «Zukerberg Will Call», with the
investments from ex-investor of VK.com172;
— new Russian crowdinvesting project jumpstartupper.com.
So far, industry experts and market participants
agree that Russian market is not yet mature enough
for this kind of projects. Although, success stories
do happen from time to time. Farmer’s co-op LavkaLavka has recently opened its own store backed by
crowdfunding173. Unfortunately, these are just individual cases.
And in conclusion, a bit more about the prospects
of crowdfunding in Russia. The top crowdfunding
platform in the world KickStarter lures vast amounts
of inventors from all over the world. Why was this
platform established in the US, out of the places?
Read The Protestant Ethic, for instance. This book
details everything there is to know about the unpar-

form HippFlow168 (at the time of its launch, its founder
was only 17 years old). Although, so far HippFlow does
not facilitate any startup investments and works only
as a startups database. If AngelList can be described
as a «Wikipedia of startups», HippFlow would be more
like a «startups Twitter». The service they offer is aimed
at continuous communication within teams, as well as
correspondence between founders and investors. Despite originating in Russia, HippFlow was from the start
oriented on overseas markets. It has an international
team, it was first launched in English language, and so
far the majority of its users are from the English-speaking countries. Recently HippFlow has released its app

alleled, unrivalled entrepreneurial spirit of this country. Nothing proves this better than the fact that not
a single platform in other countries came even close
to KickStarter’s success. All the clones and competitors end up trying various borderline extreme solutions to stay afloat. They participate in charity, sell
concert tickets. The Russian market is not an exception. Since the company’s establishment, KickStarter’s turnover has approached about $1B. Whereas,
each crowdinvesting platform (secondmarket.com,
sharespost.com) can reach such results in 2-3 quarters. There is more business here. Therefore, a few
sceptical remarks need to be made regarding such

Crowdfunding and
Crowdinvesting in Russia
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projects in Russia:
— Venture market is primarily American, as we
can see. If you are a promising company such as
Yandex or QIWI, then you will look to the US for an
IPO or some sort of alternative, otherwise no one will
think you big and interesting enough. Pre-IPO market is just the same. Any successful Russian startup
also strives rising its second, third, fourth investment
rounds via American funds. So, the question is: why
should they use Russian crowdinvesting platforms if
it can be done easier and more efficiently in the US?
— Put yourself in the investor’s shoes. If business
comes before patriotism, than you are better off
choosing among hundreds of promising projects on
American platforms with less risks, than among few
projects in Russia.
— Speaking about seed rounds, AngelList comes
to mind (note that it uses secondmarket.com and
sharespost.com engines), but some facts should be
taken into account. Yes, it has good PR and viral effect, but the vast majority of investors here are not
professionals. So far, everyone is happy and excited,
but here is the big question: in about a year, maybe
two, it will be time for the earlier projects to exit and
80-90% of them will go bankrupt (according to gen-

eral statistics of the venture market). Professionals
expect these risks and mitigate them using portfolio diversification. But amateurs are likely to raise a
lot of negative noise, down to completely destroying
the platform's reputation. Also, America has Seed
Factories like 500 startups, while Russia does not.
AngelList arranged to be a medium for 500 startups
investments. The founder McClure invests at least
30% of the whole volume via AngelList, since it is a
more convenient way. Will Russia have such kind of
«factories» easily closing hundred deals every year
off-hand? Will they be able to negotiate something
out to have a universal investment platform?

Despite everything mentioned above, there is no doubt that Russia
has a huge crowdinvesting potential. Most likely, it will be utilised
by local headquarters (or certified partners) of SecondMarket,
SharesPost, AngelList, who in turn will provide due diligence to pull
these projects to American platforms and give Russian investors
access to the best venture undertakings all over the world.
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PFM IS ACTIVELY GROWING
IN THE DIRECTION OF PFP,
GAMIFICATION AND NARROW
SEGMENTATION
The most discussed topics at the February's
Finovate Europe 2013 were, of course, Personal Financial Management (PFM) and Personal Financial
Planning (PFP).

PFM
PFM — personal financial management,
effectively personal accounting. This one is about
«yesterday» (how much a person has spent,
on what, when, where, why — aggregation and
visualization of expenditure, budget comparison
with people similar in behaviour, etc.).

PFP
PFP — personal financial planning. This is about
«tomorrow» (what the person is aiming for, his/
her goals, which financial products they would
need to get there).

According to the industry experts, the future belongs to the projects that try to strike the best logical
combination between PFM and PFP, so that expenditure is not only recorded but also displayed in a user-friendly graphical interface that allows to visualise
easily whether a person is moving in the right directions and to the desired goals. The PFM services are
usually constructed on the «speed-up system» and
motivate to spend less and less, and save up more
and more. Whereas PFP services rather address who
a person wants to be, and what they need to do to get
there, and how to «earn more» to get to the desired
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position. Some of these services are even able to advise their user whether to buy a certain consumer
product, or a trip, or not taking into account the set
goals. The most impressive are the services that are
not only able to record and account for expenses,
savings, and future goals, but can also pro-actively
manage all the accounts without having to enter the
Internet banking systems of the banks themselves.
These functions are the best for planning the future,
the means for getting there, and the suitable accompanying financial products — and this is what most
of the clients demand and expect of these kinds of
projects. Just a bunch of pretty diagrams and expenditure tables aren't enough any more174.

Mint.com, created in 2006 by a young American ITspecialist Aaron Patzer, still retains its fame and leading positions in this category. Its functionality core is
based on importing data on user's transactions from
the user's bank cards registered with the services —
information about all withdrawals and debits. The
data import is realised on the basis of Yodlee platform
that aggregates financial transactions data from over
15,000 financial organisations in USA and Canada175.
Since 2009, Mint.com is owned by Intuit, the creator
and owner of the first and so far the most popular
PFM app in the world, Intuit Quicken.
Despite its lasting gravitas, Mint.com still has numerous competitors:
— Two new services specifically aimed at students:
tuition.io176 and studentloanhero.com177. The latter
immediately launched pro-active work with credits
and deposits, directly from the service interface.
— A New Zealand bank BNZ launched its private
finance management service for students Your Mo
ney178 with gamification elements. The service allows
its users to open several current accounts for various specific purposes, control expenses on these accounts, shuffle funds from one account to another
in one click. In effect, Your Money is another version
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of Internet banking, but with a more focused set of
tools and a different interface.
— Simplee.com united the capabilities of Mint.com's PFM service and the PayPal's payment
functionality in a single mobile
app179. In USA, Simplee has already
been nicknamed «Mint+PayPal for
your medical bills»180. This cloud
wallet gathers in a single app all
medical bills and helps you pay
them in just a few clicks. Besides,
the service also reminds you about
bonuses and free services, notifies
about incorrectly formed invoices
of insurance companies or hospitals, as well as can suggest a more
affordable doctor.
— Creditkarma.com — a service for synchronizing
user data with the credit bureau's data, creating user's personal credit history, and calculating a credit
rating. It raised $30M in Series B181 and continues to
expand its PFM functionality.
— PFM platform learnvest.com offers not only
income/expense accounting, but also planning and
financial consultations. It managed to raise as much
as $16.5M from Accel Partners and other investors182.
— PFM system for more affluent clients
personalcapital.com183 closed another $25M in Series C184, thus bringing its total investment to $52.3M.
— In October 2013, an American mobile PFM startup Level185 raised $5M in Series A186 and launched its
Android app.
— Japanese mobile PFM service moneytreeapp.co
raised $1.6M to enter the American market187.

— The traditional banks are also keeping up. A
Polish bank mBank released a rather interesting Internet and mobile banking tool with a PFM function,
by Meniga188. This app won an award at Finovate Europe 2013.
Another novelty are PFM services for kids and
teenagers. «How to teach children to be moneysavvy, to save and spend smartly?» — this is not an
uncommon question for parents today. And Jo Webber was no exception, when she started giving her
children pocket money. To let the teenagers feel
their independence, while allowing parents to retain
some control over their spending, she has created
her company Virtual Piggy189. Another financial project specially for kids is WishPop190. It's a mobile wishlist for children and parents. There is also something
called FamZoo — a startup founded by a father of
five Bill Dwight. It's promoted as not so much a convenient family finances tool, as a means of raising
children's financial awareness and competence191.
The ad slogan of FamZoo is straightforward enough:
«Preparing kids for the 'wild'».
Another growing PFM trend is gamification. Probably the best example would be the service SaveUp192 released by Priya Haji and Sammy Shreibati. Another similar startup is American company
flexscore.com193 — it sets out to turn financial planning into an exciting game where the prize is financial independence. A new US PFM service Guava194
was presented on May 30, during the TechCrunch
Meetup+Pitch-Off startups competition. It's originally oriented at middle and lower income segment. To
attract this typically not very financial managementsavvy customer group, the company decided to position itself as a kind of a coach working to help you
grow some «financial muscle». The idea came to a

Texas MBA-graduate Kaoru Fujita when he stumbled
upon some interesting piece of statistics: according
to a certain research, a family with an annual income
of $99k was 400% more likely to use discounts coupons than a family with $19k per annum. He created
Guava especially for this less informed and sophisticated population group. The service analyses information from the user's profile and offers advice on
which of the current discount offers would be more
suitable for them. The service also offers financial
training system for its clients, aimed at teaching
them to «squeeze each dollar to the max». What
hides behind this rather platitudinous expressing is
a set of simple saving tips. For example, the company creators suggest putting aside $10 every week —
so that at the end of the year you can enjoy «extra»
$520. Another $300 can be saved by taking boxed
lunch to work at least once a week. Unlike the majority of similar services, the company didn't release it's
own smartphone application — instead, it's clients
receive a dedicated sms newsletter. A survey of the
potential customer group showed that the target audience of Guava isn't techy enough to look for and
download separate apps — but they do know how to
handle sms-messages.
Looking back over the past few years, initially PFM
services did enjoy quite a wide popularity (especially
after the success of Mint). However, over time it became more and more clear that just in/out accounting wasn't gonna cut it for the demanding users195.
Soon enough, many users abandon the service if
they don't see any further practical gain from financial management. Thus developing the applications'
functionalities and uniting PFM and PFP into a single
product, as we've already mentioned, are the key
tasks of the today's market players.
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In the first 5 months, the myWishBoard web-site saw 460,000
wish-lists, of which 21,000 were fulfilled, to the total amount
of 84M roubles. The site boasts 108,000 visitors every month,
and 50,000 registered users199.
In Russia the venture firm Life.SREDA has invested $730K in a new service for achieving one's wishes
and dreams myWishBoard.com196 (similar to SmartyPig). MyWishBoard.com, active since July 2013, offers its users to log in using one of their existing
social network accounts. Then, users publish their
wishes, along with images or links to the desired
product or service. The post appears both on the
web-site and in the user's social networks (posted
by myWishBoard.com) — and here is the cue of the
user's friends and family who can chip in and make
the wish come true. The initial profits will be used
to promote the service and improve its functionality,
including issuing 1 million gift cards by the end of
2014197. MyWishBoard (of FutureLabs) is originally a
crowdfunding platform with wish-lists where users
save goods from e-shops and collect the money necessary for purchase. Today, the service is integrated
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with social networks allowing its users to pay for
goods and services from their wish-lists using their
QIWI Wallet (Russian PayPal), bank cards or their mobile phone account. Integration with online-retailers
is seen as a natural way for startup monetization.
Gift cards are supposed to become another handy
instrument to pay for goods from the e-shops' catalogues. The company founder Alexander Borodich
announced at the Money of the Future conference
on October 24, 2013 in Moscow that the service is
planning to integrate with catalogues and checkout
systems of several largest Russian online-retailers.
Negotiations with the leading Chinese online-mall
Aliexpress are in progress. At the end of 2013, MyWishBoard.com took 6th place among the 30 BEST
RU-NET TEAMS according to PRUFFI and Slon.ru198. In
February 2014 the project will be presented at Finovate Europe 2014 in London.
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BITCOIN'S EXPLOSIVE
GROWTH FRIGHTENS
EVEN THOSE WHO
HAVE NEVER HEARD
ABOUT IT
The situation with Bitcoin is changing as fast as a
plot of the TV show The Good Wife (the main character even defends the founder of Bitcoin in court over
the course of several episodes200). The frequency of
both good and bad news for this currency is overwhelming. However, «bad» is a relative term because
this news also adds to its popularity.

History of the Boom

In summer 2013, US Federal Court has declared
that Bitcoin is a currency and should therefore be
regulated201. Increasing number of frauds associated
with the virtual currency attracted the attention of
American banking regulators. New York State Department of Financial Services has issued over 30
subpoenas to firms tied to Bitcoin202. In particular,
the head of Department Benjamin Lawsky seeks information on anti-money laundering programs and
consumer protection. And so the virtual currency
came under the sharp eye of the American regulators who believe that non-state currencies are too
vulnerable to all sorts of frauds203, including to your
age-old, plain robbery204.
The most interesting events
around Bitcoin in 2013:
— The first ever Bitcoin hedge fund205 opened on
Malta.
— One of the largest online stock exchanges SecondMarket has launched its own Bitcoin Trust Fund206
for accredited investors.
— BTC China, a Chinese exchange, has become the
world’s biggest digital Bitcoin-handling exchange207.
The yuan-traded Bitcoins amount for over third of
all Bitcoin transactions208. In a twist of events, the
People's Bank of China prohibited the Chinese institutions all Bitcoin operations209. At the same time,
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however, Bitcoin transactions between private individuals are not at all frowned upon — the Chinese
are free to use the cryptocurrency at their own risk.
After the ban was made public, the cryptocurrency
fell by almost 30% in mere hours, approximately
from $1,240 down to $870. Yet soon enough it was
back to its usual high levels.
— The Central Bank of Thailand prohibited all operations with Bitcoin, referring to the fact that the
country has no legislative base for regulating a digital currency210.
— In India, all Bitcoin currency exchanges closed
after a warning from the state regulator211.
Despite this turbulent history, many venture
funds continue investing in the Bitcoin projects212:
— itbit.com — an online service for institutional
investors that facilitates legitimate (tracking the origins of seller's Bitcoins, and buyer's purposes) exchange of Bitcoins. It has already raised $3.25M in
investments213.
— American startup BTCJam created
a P2P Bitcoin lending platform214.
To get a loan, users publish their
applications with the information about the required sum
and the proposed repayment
terms. BTCJma's client-lenders study the applicants' credit histories and agree interest
rates — the «cleaner» the profile, the lower the interest rate
(it varies between 3% and 10%).
— Web-service Kipochi (from
Swahili — purse) created by a Dutch
programmer and entrepreneur Pelle
Braendgaard will be selling Bitcoin via mobile
payments system M-Pesa215.
— The famous Y Combinator has also launched a
Bitcoin startup CoinBase.com216, which soon enough
reached a $1M monthly turnover. Not stopping
at that, a little later Coinbase217 first attracted $5M
from Union Square Ventures218, a record-breaking
amount for a Bitcoin startup; and then got Google
to invest in its Ripple exchange219. Today the service
offers its verified users instant Bitcoin transfers and
exchange. By the end of the year, Coinbase raised
$25M more (reaching a total investment of $31M)220
thus entering the TOP-10 Most Interesting Startups
2013, according to Forbes USA221.
Perhaps, the sudden popularity of Bitcoin is
boosted by the current Euro-zone crisis222 — the
global economic problems have more and more
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people trying to save money by turning to virtual
cryptocurrencies223. Others say that even if Bitcoin
is a bubble, it's a desirable one224, with a potential
to «purge» countries' monetary policies. Sceptics
call it a bubble too225. Isabella Kaminska, a Financial
Times columnist, sees226 cryptocurrencies' triumph
as a sure sign of a crisis. According to Ms Kaminska,
the current situation is caused by a coincidence of
two factors: shortage of available Bitcoins, and an effective monopolization of further emissions of this
currency. Another popular opinion is that Bitcoin is
futile as a tool for settlements between private individuals. That is due to its high volatility, several time
higher than that of the main currencies of gold. That
is, for instance, an opinion of David Yermack227 from
the Stern School of Business of the New York University. On the other hand, the Bank of America Merrill
Lynch analysts have recently released an extensive
research on Bitcoin228 which, among other, points
out that in time Bitcoin has every chance
to become the e-commerce payment
method of choice229. In August,
Bloomberg installed Bitcoin tickers on the terminal for its employees230. The eBay CEO has
also spoken out in favour of
this cryptocurrency231.
To-date, Bitcoin already
has some competitors232 and
its undeniable popularity is
giving rise to numerous cloneprojects.

When Will CoffeeShops Take Bitcoins?

Bitcoin payment processor startup BitPay233 has exceeded 10,000 Bitcoin-accepting merchants. A similar project in Europe is called Airbnb234.
Another startup bitwall.io235 allows merchants to accept Bitcoins via other Bitcoin wallets. The Cyprus
University of Nicosia accepts tuition fee payments in
Bitcoins237.
The first Bitcoin ATMs are already out there. Since
three months, website lamassu.is is accepting preorders for Bitcoin ATMs238. The world’s first Bitcoin
ATM opened several weeks ago in a Vancouver coffee shop239. It works just like any other e-payment
terminal. Users can exchange cash for Bitcoins.
Bitcoin owners can exchange the digital currency
for cash by turning on a corresponding function on
their smartphones. Its founders Robocoin and Bitcoin broker Bitconiacs plan to open 4 more ATM’s
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in Vancouver. Right now Robocoin is
working on entering the Hong Kong
and Taiwan markets240, although
the Taiwanese government is still
against such ATMs241.
Current information about the
legal status of Bitcoin in different countries is available at BitLegal242. Kashmir Hill, a Forbes
columnist, will shortly release
her book Secret Money: Living on Bitcoin in the Real
World243. In an «unexpected» turn of events, the
book will be sold for Bitcoins.

Bitcoin from Fidor Bank:
In Germany, and Now Also In Russia
In early October in Europe, German Fidor Bank
(from Latin «fido/fidere» — I trust, rely) became the
first regular bank to offer Bitcoin transactions244. Now
EU citizens can perform all sorts of banking operations
with Bitcoins, Ripples and other cryptocurrencies. This
was the first ever deal between cryptocurrencies trade
platforms and a state-regulated financial institution.
The German Ministry of Finance decided to recognise
Bitcoin as units of account245. Thus, the most popular cryptocurrency became one of the types of money
recognised — and taxed — in the country.
In December, Fidor bank Russia246 — a joint enterprise of German online bank Fidor and Russian
venture firm Life.SREDA — announced that starting

from March 2014 it will allow Russian clients to keep
their savings in Bitcoins247. «We are not trying to promote Bitcoins,» — comments the head of Fidor bank
Russia Thomas Labenbacher, — «We are just providing those Russian clients who want or need to an access
to this cryptocurrency, to safe transactions with it. Our
bank’s philosophy is to give our clients access to any and
all possible financial innovations.» Vladislav Solodky,
managing partner of Life.SREDA VC (the VC is a shareholder of Fidor bank Russia), says that the Life.SREDA
considers the situation surrounding Bitcoin to be too
indicative of a bubble — therefore the venture firm
doesn’t invest in any projects based exclusively on
this cryptocurrency.

The central banks of America, China, Thailand and Germany have already commented on the situation around
Bitcoin. And as it appears, so has the Central Bank of Russia. This was shared by the legal experts of the law firm
Tolkachev and Partners during their presentations at the business-incubator of the Moscow Higher School of
Economics on December 24, 2013. These legal specialists have already amassed a wealth of experience in legal
classification of Bitcoin. They commented: «We have sent several inquiries to the Russian controllers: the Central
Bank, the Ministry of Finance, the federal service for Consumer Rights Protection, and for Financial Monitoring.
We only ever heard back from the Central Bank. They wrote249 that organisations dealing with Bitcoins are not
regulated by the Central Bank, as entities operating without a due license and without being banking or credit
organisations.» In other words, so far, the Central Bank of Russia has left the question of legality of Bitcoin transactions in Russia pretty open-ended.
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E-COMMERCE REQUIRES SIMPLER
AND MORE CONVENIENT ONLINE
ACQUIRING INSTRUMENTS
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The growing e-commerce requires
wider range of online acquiring services. This market also sees an active and
dynamic presence of startups and their
domination over traditional banks.
The latest breaking news is that the
world’s largest online auction eBay Inc.
acquires an international payments
gateway Braintree in an all-cash deal

ers include the СЕО of Tesla Motors
and ex-founder of PayPal Elon Musk),
launched in March 2011. Continuing its
active development, in Q1 2013 Stripe.
com has already purchased Kickoff256: a
team task management and collaboration app designed to build up an ecosystem of acquiring services around it.
The startup has also introduced a new

worth $800M to combine it with its PayPal payment business250.
Braintree is a global payment platform processing more than $10B in
payments annually. The service is used
by a number of startups, including
OpenTable, Inc., Uber Technologies and
Airbnb. It was earlier reported251 that
Braintree was negotiating its acquisition
with Google, Square and PayPal. Earlier,
Braintree launched a new service called
MarketPlace252, an API designed for mobile253, and a Braintree-owned startup
Venmo released an SDK to accept payments on Android apps254.
The so-far independent innovations leader is Stripe255 (its sharehold-

service that allows to split one payment
between multiple recipients in several
banks257. Very soon its daily turnover
has reached $500k a day258. The service
is very useful for online stores that can
only pocket part of the proceeds, and
have to give the rest out to multiple
partners. Stripe also opened a new
startup called moonclerk.com259 — a
sort of «acquiring for dummies» that
lets the less sophisticated users receive payments via computer or mobile
phone without having to program. All
they need is simply install the Stripe plugin on their web-store. The project has
already expanded beyond the US260 and
now operates also in Britain.
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Some of the more exciting
market-action:

Paylane.com, a competitor of Strip has
entered the British, Polish, and German
markets261.

New online acquiring project — Plastiq.com262.
This startup seeks to bridge the gap between
those customers who are used to paying by
card and the organisations that don't want to
accept cards.

Turkish acquiring projects iyzipayments.com263,
as well as another similar one PayVia264.

Israel-based startup Zooz265 offers mobile app
developers and other e-merchants a complete
and secure payment solution for e-commerce
websites and apps. Only three lines of code
to cut and paste into an app or on a web-site
enable users to pay with just one click.

Wepay.com focuses on an open payments
API for small online stores and crowdfunding
sites. Their Series C have attracted $15M in
new investments266.
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PAYMENTS AND
TRANSFERS WANT
TO BE AS EASY AS
A SKYPE CALL
2013 is the year when the payments and transfer
services will be looking for their own niche, to avoid
acquisition by other market players, such as mPOS,
online acquiring, m-wallet and other similar business
types.
The key events in 2013:
— Dwolla, the most popular payments system
in this sector, raised $16.5M in Series C for its business expansion267. Furthermore, jointly with Comenity Capital Bank and an IT-solutions provider Alliance
Data Systems, Dwolla is now disbursing consumer
loans via its payment network268. A mobile device
user registers in the Dwolla system and gains access
to the loaned funds which he can spend in any of the
partner stores. Alongside online shopping, Dwolla
can also be used to pay invoices and to send funds
to friends and family.
— Transferwise, Dwolla's competitor in the online
transfers service, attracted a $6M investment from
Peter Thiel269 and launched an offer for the European
startups «Transfer $100M anywhere in the world for
free». The promotion is sponsored by Richard Branson and Peter Thiel270.
— Twitter is offering a new service that allows
bank card users to pay for purchases via a text message. The service is offered jointly with American
Express271. Integrating a payment system with Twitter is one of the most large-scale attempts at marrying e-commerce and social networks. Russian
Yandex.Money also offers its users Twitter-based
P2P money transfers272 via the freshly launched service Twym. It must be said, Twym is a non-for-profit
project developed by the company employees in
their free time, based on open API of Yandex.Money
and Twitter.
— We are witnessing an active development of
Azimo.com273 — a social networks money transfer
service. Right now it's integrating with the traditional
money transfer systems. It's competitor ribbon.co274
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initially allowed money transfers directly from the
Facebook news feed, and now has expanded this option to Twitter and YouTube275.
— A mobile banking project mFoundry.com276 is
another competitor of Dwolla. It managed to raise
$120M for its expansion and development. Right
now its client base includes 850 banks, as well as
Starbucks.
— BillFloat.com277 is an automatic monthly bills
payment service. In early 2013 it has attracted new
investors.
— KashFlow278 is an electronic invoicing service,
now invested in and supported by the software giant
Intuit.
— There is a new interesting expenses segmentation startup called BillPin.com279. It has recently
acquired a similar service BillMonk from OboPay280,
one of the leaders of P2P transfers by mobile phone
numbers.
— New e-invoicing startups: senddr.com281 and
gocardless.com282. They are both backed by Y Combinator.
— We have already mentioned Zooz.com —
this year it has already raised $2M Series A283 and
launched a joint project with ChronoPay (Russia).
— New startup paybygroup.com284 from 500
Startups — lets friends split the cost of purchase on
expensive items.
— Another new market player a NY-based startup
Cover285 dubs itself the «Uber of restaurant bills»286
because it lets a single guest pay the bill through the
app, and splits the bill between guests.
— bill.com, an Internet bills and services payment
service, raised $38M (total invested amount comes
to $80M)287. The service creates and offers to banks,
payments aggregators, and online services open API
for integration of payments on their sites.
— Remitly, a mobile startup aimed at immigrants
is created for money transfers from the USA to other
countries. This year its Series A raised $5.5M288.
— American startup Akimbo lets its customers
transfer and receive money practically via all existing
communications channels289: through chats, e-mails,
social networks, etc. To become their customer one
needs to order an Akimbo prepaid Visa.
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P2P LENDING WANTS
TO BREAK AWAY
FROM THE SUBPRIME
SEGMENT AND GAIN
POPULARITY ON NEW
MARKETS
The crisis that continues in the banking sphere is undermining customer trust in traditional banks, which brings
positive effects for the growth of P2P financial services.
These services offer borrowers lower credit rates, and lenders receive higher interest than on consumer deposits.
The largest P2P lending service LendingClub was valued at $2.3B290 and attracted a $57M investment from
DST Global, Yuri Milner, and Coatue Management. Lending Club has always been an undisputed leader in this
sector: when the former Morgan Stanley CEO John Mack
joined the Lending Club's board of directors291 the market participants took the news as a signal that P2P has
«graduated» from being a «hobby-club» to a serious business segment. The second signal was when in 2012 Lending Club, founded in 2007, rolled over a $1B turnover
line292 — that's how much 45,000 of its lenders have lent
to 80,000 borrowers.
The key to this service's success is that it manages to
attract not just good, but the best borrowers. Thanks to its
thoroughly developed scoring system, the platform selects
only the most reliable borrowers, thus reducing its portfolio's credit risk to staggeringly low 1-1.5% (for example, by
Russian standards that's practically non-existent). Furthermore, some of their most reliable borrowers also used the
platform's services to refinance their old credits at a better
interest rate. As a result, now their borrowers include not
only private individuals, but also investment, retirement,
and hedge funds. The profitability for these funds demonstrated by LendingClub is higher than from many other
investment instruments, coupled with very low risks. Today LendingClub can be more accurately described as a
Funds2Person service, because most funding comes from
institutional players. All in all, in the US the largest P2P platforms operators already receive the larger part of their bor-
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rowings not from private individuals, but rather from
professional investors. And these loans are packaged
into loan securities, similar to those which have led to
the world financial crisis293.
Speaking of other similar services, none managed
to repeat the safe borrowers-based success of LendingClub. On the most part, they enjoy the attention

of subprime clients already turned down by normal
banks. As a result: higher risks, higher interest rates,
funding issues at the exit. The Russian market hasn't
managed to make any of such services «fly» so far: borrowers don't tend to turn to them because they don't
have many lenders; and lenders aren't too interested
because of the questionable quality of the borrowers.

VLADISLAV SOLODKY

Managing Partner, CEO of Life.SREDA

«In January we've learned that LendingClub is announcing a new series, for approximately $100M. We were prepared
to contribute $20M but were turned down. First of all, we are a Russian fund and truth must be said, Yuri Milner aside,
Americans are still a bit suspicious of the Russian money. Secondly, we were only starting back then and none of the large
players could vouch for us — whereas now we are quite well known on the international scene. And thirdly, at that point we
haven't had a single closed deal in the US — now we already have 3. In the end, Google purchased a minority interest for
$125M294. The entire company was valued at $1.55B — that is, LendingClub's value has grown almost threefold in a single
year! At that point, since the service's launch in 2007, they have already issued around $1.7B in loans. Almost 80% of its
loans are taken to repay credit card loans, taking advantage of a lower interest rate offered by LendingClub. The company
very prudently chooses only the best borrowers and last year its profit came to $34M. For LendingClub, both Google and Mr
Milner are not just fat purses, they are «signature investors», the perfect attention warm-up for their upcoming IPO».

Some interesting events
on the market in 2013:
Runa Capital (Russia) became a shareholder of
the British P2P lending service Zopa295, one of
competitors of Lending Club.

New British P2P lending
startup Lending Works raised
£3.5M in funding296.
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In the last year a P2P lending platform
Prosper has received $20M from Sqquoia
and Eric Schmidt and raised a new
investment round of $25M297 led by Sequoia
and BlackRock. Thus, its total investments
since 2006 amount to $94.9M.

Welend.hk is the first social lending platform
based in Hong Kong. Since its launch in early
July, it has received $6M in loan applications298.

UK P2P lending platform fundingcircle.com
has raised $37M in funding. The service lets
individuals and institutions loan money to
small and medium businesses299.

Daric.com opened late in the year. It's a new
P2P lending platforms that can lend up to
$35K. The initial proposed portfolio is $10M.

P2P lending is especially well-developed in the
US. Many newly established services are modelled
on the American Prosper and Lending Club, or British Zopa. Meanwhile, according the research conducted by FinServ300, a company that owns P2P service Popmoney, most Americans prefer to borrow
money in cash and checks. 88 percent of US consumers have sent money to another person in the
last 12 month. Among those, 56 percent used cash,
41 percent used a check, and 31 percent used an
online method such as a bank-based person-to-person payment service or PayPal. People most often
gave or sent money to friends, children, parents or
other family members. A sizeable 75 percent of re-
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spondents wish it was easier to request money from
a group of people who owe them, and nearly 50
percent have let people not pay them back because
it was uncomfortable to ask them. This proportion
is higher among 18-24 year olds — in this group 57
percent have let people not pay them back.
UK business people are the most likely to turn
away from bank credits in favour of alternative financing sources, such as P2P platforms301, online leasing
and factoring. Over the year, British financial brokers
have issued over £10B in loans of this type to SME.
Russia is also opening its first web-sites where
clients can borrow funds avoiding the traditional
banking routes302.
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ONLINE MICROLENDING DEPENDS
ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF BIG DATA

A brother-sector of P2P lending is online microlending. Its absolute world leader is UK Wonga303.
Recently, this project has also bought the German
e-purse BillPay304 to develop its payment business.
More noteworthy events-2013
from the microlending market:
— German startup Kreditech working with online scoring on the basis of its own big data platform
raised around $3.5M from various investors, including the founders of the legendary RocketInternet305.
— An actively growing Y Combinator alumni
LendUp allows its users receive and repay short-term
microloans directly in the browser or on a smartphone. This startup is aimed at clients with poor
credit history. The company evaluates borrowers'
creditworthiness based on the information from the
social networks. LendUp was founded by two stepbrothers from California, both working in two different sectors before their startup: Sasha Orloff was
employed at Grameen bank and the financial giant
Citigroup, Jacob Rosenberg came from a background

in Yahoo and Zynga. In 2012 they decided to join
their competences and create a cloud microlending
service. They raised their initial investment from a
consortium of investors, including Google Ventures.
The total amount raised by LendUp is $18M, of which
$14M came from Google Ventures307.
— Lendkey.com, a cloud-based lending technology company, has raised $12.5M funding in B round308.
— Another Y Combinator alumni, a microlending service avantcredit.com has raised $20M in its В
round309.
— New service ondeckcapital.com: it issues microcredits to SME310.
— Mo-de.co, a mobile startup for microlending in
Kenya, has won the IBM SmartCamp entrepreneur of
the year award311.
— Russian venture fund Runa Capital, as part
of a consortium with Point Nine Capital and Kizoo
Technology Ventures, invested in a German cloud
services provider for microfinancing Mambu.com312.
The total deal value is $2M. This was this startup's
first investment round. Mambu offers SaaS-solutions
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for microfinancing operations, from client management to accounting and reporting. The service operates since May 2011 and over this time, according to
Mambu's own data, it has provided support to over
70 microfinancing organisations from 20 countries
all over the world with an aggregate client base of
over 200,000 clients.
— Ukrainian project Endorphin has launched
a very good-looking and easy-to-use credit rating
checker for clients in Russia: crediograph.me.
Russian is slowly beginning to sprout its first online microfinancing startups. Maxim Nogotkov, the
owner of one of the largest independent handset retialers Svyaznoy and the associated SvyaznoyBank,
has set up Credberry.ru313. This project is supposed
to act as an intermediary between the borrowers and
lenders. So far, the Ru-Net operates only one more
or less successful plarform, called Vdolg.ru — but
the number of microfinancing organisations is growing rapidly. The demand for microloans exceeds the
supply, claim the Mfin business owners.
Another Russian entrepreneur, Vadim Dymov,
has invested $3M in the online microlending service
Moneyman314; another similar service Plati Potom
(Pay Later)315 was launched by the former employees of DST and Mail.ru Group. A microlending serice
Platiza.ru raised funds from Finam Global (at the moment the assets have been placed into a separate
fund Flint Capital) and has been present on the market for over a year316. It's special feature is that the
entire lending process takes place online. The client
doesn't need to move anywhere, and even identity
check takes place on the Internet, via a video-call.
The money is transferred to the user's bank card, almost instantly.
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«MOBILE FIRST» BANKS ARE FOSTERING
A NEW GENERATION OF FINANCIAL SERVICES
One of the key development forecasts for the relationship between e-wallets and mobile banks is the theory
that as long the traditional, big, offline banks don't see any point in focusing their effortss in the online chanels,
their place will be gradually occupied by various online serivices — which sooner of later will be bound to challenge the existing bank for their offline spots as well.

One day, an American entrepreneur Joshua Reich noticed that his
family's budget has some unaccounted-for expenses.
Having requested and receieved detailed bank statements, he has found out that banks
charge him and his family all sorts of commissions that they had no idea about. At that moment
Joshua came to one important conclusion: traditional banks don't perform their main fuction,
they don't make controlling one's expenses any easier and aren't that much help in actually accumulating wealth. Imagining that he wouldn't be the only one weary of the dictatorship of the
traditional credit institutions, Mr Reich created his project Simple317.
In the summer of 2013 Simple celebrated its first year since the opening318, marked by rather
impressive results:

250 000
applications

80 000
existing
clients

over $1B
in transactions

$100M
in deposits

2M
offline card
transactions

72 persons
a staff

In Q2 2013 the mobile bank Simple introduced
an option of setting up separate accounts for different purposes, and photo check deposits319. In
the autumn of 2013 this financial service ahs already raised $2M320 from a venture firm Life.SREDA
and launched a new function MoneyDrop321 which
lets clients transfer money to each other without
using any mobile apps, but rather via bluetooth.

At the same time, San Francisco saw a presentation of a next generation bank GoBank. This brand
is owned by Green Dot corporation. In all earnest,
this company's business model is very strongly
reminiscent of the Simple business model. No
branches, simple and clear services, transparent

conditions, no minimum accuont balance reqirements, free service323. And just like with Simple, the
number of clients take on at the trial stage is limited. It's worth mentioning that Green Dot has spent
several years working purposefully on constructing
their own mobile phone banking service. For exam-
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ple, in 2011 igained a banking license by purchasing
a small bank Bonneville for $15.7M. This bank has
been subsequently renamed Green Dot Bank. In
early 2013, they purchased a local mobile software
developer Loopt for $43.3M324 — its team and technologies have served as a foundation for GoBank's
fresh vision and further development.
Another mobile bank, Moven, decided to abando
the card technology alltogeher and instead «bank»
on the future development of NFC and integration
of well-constructed PFM solutions into its service325.
One of the bank's founders is Brett King.

In August, venture firm Life.SREDA and its partners invested $2M326 in the New York-based
Moven and its brand-new expense planning
tools. For Life.SREDA this was the first overseas
startup investment.

According to the Economist328 and NY Times329, the
new generation of mobile-first banks (Simple, Moven,
etc.) win over the traditional banks thanks to the favour of the new generation of consumers. In addition,
several Russian mass-media publicatons330 predict the
imminent rise of a similar trend in Russia.
Some other
mobile-first banking news:
— VISA invested €45M in a new mobile banking
company Monetise331. VISA believes that by 2020,
more than a half of all European money transactions will be done via mobile phones332.
— «Swiss Instabank» numbrs.com has debuted
at Finovate New York and raised $3.8M in funding333. Numbrs is an OS and Android app that aggregates all user account including bank, insurance,
medical accounts, etc. All the information is displayed as a news feed similar to Facebook. The service provides access to all financial accounts from
anywhere. In addition to the analysis of expenses
structure, it predicts customer’s spendings in the
following months.
— Gyft.com, a mobile gift card app that allows
customers to buy and send gift cards, has closed a
second round of financing in an amount of $5M (the
first round amounted to $1.25M)335. Its founders
want to repeat the success of the popular «pocket
bank» GoBank.
— АmЕx-backed startup serve.com, positioned as
PayPal’s competition, has issued its prepaid card336
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that can be topped up in partner sales points, and
then used to pay either via mobile app or the plastic
card. According to АмЕх, the target audience consists of unbanked people.
Speaking of the year's key trends, according to
Life.SREDA the most interesting one is the rise of
biometric services, a direction already actilvely explored by Apple.
The US already has several e-wallets that use
biometric data, for example pulsewallet.com. This
company offers POS with biometric scanners that,
instead of a chip or a magnetic strip, use the unique
pattern on the palm of user's hand scanned in infrared337.
Mobile bank Instabank338 is also demonstrating
steady growth. The team is made up of ex-Google
staff and is based in Prague, Moscow and San Francisco. Since its opening in Russia on April 12339, Instabank has rapidly gained an extensive international press coverage340 — at that point the team
was working on integrating cards processing and
emission with two Russian banks, developing the
process for issue of individualised cards with designs from users' Instagram, and implemented a
tool for funds transfer between Facebook friends.
The key tool is the Facebook money transfers, but
the service also enables traditional payment transactions, for example for mobile phone bills, utilities,
content, and online shopping.

Instabank pitched at Finovate342 in September
and now is expanding to new markets so that anyone, regardless of location, can become its customer343. The customers are issued a virtual Instabank
MasterCard via the iPhone app and are not charged
any fees for the card. According to Roman Potemkin,
СЕО Instabank344, this service creates a completely
new reality both for the market and for Instabank.
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It is probably the first «easy» Russian bank going
for international expansion. In addition, the project
became the winner of a startup competition at the
international conference Silicon Valley Meets Russia
and was named number 2 on the 30 BEST RU-NET
TEAMS list of PRUFFI and Slon.ru346.
After some time Instabank gained one more competitor — Rocketbank, from the creators of Groupon Russia and backed by Intercommerz Bank's IT
team. Rocketbank is not just a «pretty» interface, it
has a realistic potential to build up its mobile payments service at least to Instabank's level, and perhaps even go further.
At first the product was being developed using
own funds, until the team gained a $2M backing
from Runa Capital348. The project has improved its
functionality by adding user-friendly payment service, and managed to turn the scandal around Tinkoff Credit Systems to its PR-advantage350.
Another notable transaction on the Russian startups market was Runa Capital's $8M investment in
mobile bank UBank.ru351 (СЕО Laura Ashizheva352).
This payment service has immediately stirred press,
precisely due to the scope of investment353. The
project team has far-reaching development plans,
including social networks integration, entry into
B2B and offline payments markets. However, so far
the most-discussed topic associated with uBank is
why has Runa Capital invested so much so soon,

and what are they expecting?354
One more interesting deal: riding the
wave of popularity of financial services
innovations, a Russian startup IQcard
managed to raise $3.7M355 from Kenges
Rakishev (one of Forbes' Top 30 wealthiest persons of Kazakhstan), as well as
from Fastlane Ventures and DirectGroup,
all of which participated in the establishment of this company.
This is Iqcard's second round — in
March the startup has already received
$2.5M356 from Paradigm Investments
and TA Venture, as well as from Fastlane Ventures and Direct Group. IQcard
specialises in constructing and servicing
loyalty card programs for retail chains on
the basis of prepaid bank cards. IQcard
is already servicing with its loyalty cards
E5.RU357 (online project of X5 Retail Group), LeFutur
chain, a large tour-operator TUI Russia & CIS, and a
Russian chain of book stores RESPUBLIKA. The company is counting on securing partnership with the
leading Russian retailers and on the convenience of
household budgeting it offers its users.
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E-WALLETS: CAN
PAYPAL'S SUCCESS BE
IMITATED IN OTHER
COUNTRIES?

Quite naturally, the biggest e-wallets news are
gathered around the absolute market leader PayPal.
Payment services are displaying growing interest in
various biometric identification methods, such as
fingerprints, eye retina, face. PayPal is no exception
here, with its freshly launched user face recognition
from submitted photographs358. So far, this project
is being tested in several pilot stores in London but
the company hopes to bring this payment method
into wide use by 2016. Shops in Richmond (London)
have started testing mobile payment technology
from PayPal, which allows users to authorize themselves at the counter via face recognition (photo)
and their name. The new feature for Android, iOSm
and Windows smartphones indicates the nearest
shops and restaurants accepting PayPal. Then users log into the chosen location and pay directly via
the app. In addition, PayPal has presented Beacon,
which is a new device for wireless POS payments via
PayPal accounts361. Some of the feature additions362
are: preorder, pay a restaurant bill, deferred payment, etc. In addition, PayPal proposed a piece of
software363 for integrating QR-code payments in the
traditional POS hardware.
As for PayPal's presence on the Russian market,
the Central Bank of Russia has approved PayPal's
application for a non-commercial credit institution
license364, and since 17th of September PayPal allows to pay in e-shops, accept payments, transfer,
and withdraw money in Russian rubles365. PayPal
Regional Director in Russia Vladimir Malugin says
that right now is the best time to expand to the
Russian market366 (previously, experts believed the
«high time» to have passed already several years).
The complete range of PayPal services has reached
Russia only this September, but by the end of the
year it was already ahead of WebMoney367, which
has been present in Russia already for some time.
Right now PayPal is the 3rd most popular payment
system in Russia (11.1%), after Qiwi (46%) and YandexMoney (14%).
Turning to the European new, the three largest
French banks: BNP Paribas, Société Générale and
La Banque Postale teamed up to oppose fintech
startups and PayPal and launched their own payment startup paylib.fr368. And flipkart.com («Indian
eBay») invested in payzippy.com369 which it wants to
turn into an Indian PayPal.

E-wallet in Russia

Russians have a strong psychological and emotional attachment to cash, which considerably hin-

ders the development of e-commerce, reports First
Deputy Head of the Russian CB, Georgiy Luntovsky,
with reference to a recent sociological research370.
In Moscow, the government Deputies have voted
in a draft law371 increasing the maximum amount
permitted for deposits in e-wallets — from 100K to
400K roubles.
Sberbank, the new key shareholder of Yandex.
Money, defined three key directions of the service growth372. First one will be working on creating market-leading e-commerce solutions providing
customers the widest possible range of payment
options for online shopping. Second: convenient
conditions for money transfers between individuals. Third: broader range of payments processed by
Yandex.Money.

Key innovations
of YandexMoney in 2013:
— Starting from Q1 2013, owners of bank cards
from Russian bank can transfer money to their Yandex.Money e-wallets373. Now Yandex.Money users
can also make transfers374 from their e-wallets and
linked bank cards directly to personal and corporate
bank accounts in countries like USA, China, Great
Britain, France, Germany, Spain, etc. In total more
than 200 countries are available for transfers at the
moment. The fee is 3% of the transferred amount
+15 rubles.
— Yandex.Money launched money transfers
via e-mail375. Any Yandex.Mail or Yandex.Money
user can send such a «cash mail», to any individual,
regardless of the e-mail provider they use. «Cash
mails» are as easy to send as ordinary e-mails: a
user selects recipient's e-mail address, writes personal message, and then instead of attaching a file
attaches funds from Yandex.Money form their account. In a few second they will receive a message
about the transfer. Immediately after that the recipient can move the sent amount to their e-wallet, or
transfer it to their bank card (for amounts over 100
rub.). In the former case the money is transferred
instantly, in the latter — over several working days.
— YandexMoney launched a new service Hollywood Payments376 for utilities payments, driving
fines, and other popular payments, without compul-
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sory registration on the web-site. This service allows
paying via a bank card, e-wallet or by cash at the
corresponding payment points. Victor Evteev, head
of the new service, says that it will reduce queues in
Russian payment offices. The initiative is supported
by the Russian Sberbank (through which most of
such household payments and bills are processed),
which is planning to increase the proportion of its
clients' online and remote operations.
Financial market radicals claim that over more
than 300 years of banking history, its classical model has hardly changed. Banking sector is traditionally poor in innovation, but plenty rich in greed and
cynicism. In the heat of the recent financial crisis
banks have earned a reputation of almost universal
baddies, struggling to hold on to the last remaining
bits of regard from the community. In this less than
favourable environment, the innovations that the
German Fidor Bank keeps pulling are, according to
many experts, simply mindblowing377.
Established in 2009 in Munich by entrepreneur
Matthias Kroener at his own expense, Fidor Bank
has a full banking license (German «Vollbanklizenz»),
which makes it eligible for the entire spectrum of financial operations. That is all what it has in common
with classic banks. What differentiates Fidor from
even more innovative financial institutions, such as
Simple and Moven, is that it is based on a dedicated
online community where users discuss financial is-

MATTHIAS KROENER

founder and CEO Fidor Bank,
Germany

sues, ask questions, and get advice on investments,
savings, banking products. The bank does not interfere with the discussion, but rather encourages it by
offering a small money reward for any social activity:
asking questions, posting replies, or publishing an
analytical survey. Active community user can earn up
to €100 per month. Of course, this won't make for a
substantial earning but works well as recognition of
users' efforts. «Fidor has built a kind of financial Quora
and offers people to start with community chatting, then
to open e-wallet, and move to more «complicated» banking products and open a bank account. In other words,
it has established the following customer acquisition funnel: from Internet users discussing financial issues, to a
e-wallet, and then to a bank account,» — explains Alexander Ivanov, managing partner of Life.SREDA.
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German digital Fidor Bank based on its own online banking social community380 is to expand into
Russia. It will partner up with Life.SREDA VC, which
will provide working capital of the joint venture, as
well as access to the back-office of affiliate company
Probusinessbank. Thomas Labenbacher, Ex-Managing Director Fidor Bank, will head the joint venture
and is moving to Russia next year.
Founding this new company will cost as much as
€6.5M. Almost one third of these funds will be spent
on online community development, as the bank’s
performance depends on effectiveness and user
activity of this community. For instance, deposit interest rate in Fidor is driven by «likes» form its social network's users. As soon as the number of likes
reaches a certain number, the interest rate on account balance increases. The bank also encourages
users to recommend to each other various services
and respond to questions posted by other community members.
In Germany, Fidor Bank's online community
numbers more than 300,000 people, with 15% of
them using the full range of bank's services. It’s
enough to register on Fidor website to become its
customer and get access to a limited number of services. And after confirming their identity (with an ID
document), users gain access to the full range of
P2P lending tools, crowdfunding campaigns, as well
as betting with other users on stock market volatility. The bank works with Bitcoins as well conven-
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tional currencies. Users can interact directly with
Fidor Bank via online consultants available 24/7.
User discussions in the dedicated social community
give advantages to the clients of Fidor Bank, claim
the experts referring to the German experience382.
Alongside with the active users of smartphones and
tablets, who are not satisfied with their banks, Fidor
Russia is also targeted at European expats that live
in Russia and require convenient, easy and fast payment services.
Another unusual aspect is that many of Fidor
Bank's clients are just the users of the
bank's online community, and often
don't even disclose their personal information operating under online
nick-names. This, however, is no obstacle for their peer-to-peer transactions, topping up each other's e-wallets, thus letting the bank also have
its small share. The influx of business
from this unlikely source is based encouraging people using the community just for communication to start
using more simple services, such as
an e-wallet, before eventually moving
to more sophisticated banking products
and opening an account. There is a picture of Occupy Wall-Street on the bank’s official website. The picture depicts raging youth
marching with banners with obscene slogans about
self-indulged bankers. Thus, Fidor Bank assures
customers that it is on their side of the barricades.
The bank has spent only €100K on marketing since
its establishment in 2009. The money was earned
back by the spring of 2012, when the number of
registered community users reached 100,000 (registration fee is €1.33). At the same time, according
to Matthias Kroener, most banks spend €7 per click
on their Google advertising. You do the math.
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GIANTS AT PLAY: APPLE, GOOGLE,
AMAZON, AND FACEBOOK HAVE BEEN
PROMISING AN E-FINANCE REVOLUTION
FOR 2 YEARS. IS IT ALREADY HERE?
Apple requested registration of a patent for a
new mobile banking technology383 — an ad-hoc
cash-dispensing network, the so-called «P2P cash
on demand». User registers his/her location and requests the cash-dispensing server to locate one or

more other Apple service users that are proximate
to the requesting user and are willing and able to
provide the requested amount of cash. Following
the transfer of cash between the parties, the requesting user's account is charged for the service
while the providing user's account is credited for
the service. This innovation once again proves the
experts' opinion that in the near future Apple will
be mainly innovating in the area of mobile devicebased commerce and banking384. Moreover, Apple
will open BLE and iBeacon devices hardware speci-

fications385, in the near future planning to equip its
254 stores in the US with iBeacons386. It's also been
made public that Apple is looking for a Payments
Software Engineer that will help build a next generation payment platform387. This is fair grounds to
believe that the company is planing to launch a new
payment system to simplify the process of purchasing its devices in Apple Stores. The Apple Stores
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network is one of the most profitable retail chains,
ahead of even the famous Tiffany & Co.
Google continues work on its Google Wallet388.
The updated Google Wallet389 looks like Apple Passbook since it now allows users to store coupons, loyalty cards, etc. Even the annual Google I/O developer
conference saw a whole series of important e-wallets and payments technology announcements390.
First of all, Google decided to scrap its plans to introduce a «universal» plastic card that allows using
Google Wallet at physical POS out in the real world.
The Google vice-president responsible for this project has resigned. Secondly, e-wallet users will be
able to make money transfers using e-mail addresses as identifiers. Third announcement: the company
pitched a new API for instant online purchases from
mobile phones. And last but not least, now you can
link all your loyalty cards to the Google Wallet. At
the moment Google Wallet is promoting its service
by sending out invitations to start using its e-wallet
to the Gmail account users391. Also, Apple have got
Google Wallet app back to AppStore392 after Google
had dropped NFC requirement.
Google continues the innovation march by issuing its own debit card393 — but so far only for
the users in the US. The prepaid card is bound to
Google Wallet and lets users withdraw cash from
their Google Wallets at all ATMs, as well as pay for
offline shopping. Limit on purchases is $5k per day,
and there is no withdrawal limit. The card is accepted by all acquirers servicing MasterCard. It's worth
mentioning that Google has spent around $300 000
000 on development and implementation of Google
Wallet, but the system is yet to justify this massive
investment. The new debit card is meant to be a
step on the way to project profitability. Also, information about goods and services purchased using
the card can be later used for targeted advertising.
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Other financial market news
from the digital giants:
— Amazon announced a release of its own virtual
currency Coins394. Own currency would be a good
tool for winning over Apple and Google users395.
Amazon has also launched a wishlist-app
on Facebook, the so-called «social experience while you shop»396, as well
as purchased mobile payments service gopago.com It allows to choose
and pay for goods in offline stores,
and then simply pick them up397.
— Samsung also has an eye on
the success of Apple Passbook and is
launching its own mobile e-wallet398.
— Facebook released its own bank
card399, although so far it's only a gift card
with delivery and loyalty scheme in partner-stores400.
The company has also announced Donate button for
charity projects401.

On the first page we mentioned that at Money
2020 conference Amazon402 and Facebook403 announced their new function Register&Pay Via Profile: it allows you not only to register in another service or store through your social network profile or
Amazon, but also pay with your card and fill in delivery address automatically. Whereas Facebook aims
at P2P payments and gift cards market acquisition,
Amazon strives for small and medium e-commerce.
One wonders why banks don't provide this service,
taking into account that they have a large client
base which trusts their security more than some
small online-shop.
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BLUE OCEAN:
SME SERVICES

As we've already mentioned, B2B financial services are the most underdeveloped fintech sector,
while it's also one with greater paying ability and
greater immediate need for such services. Luckily,
some interesting new solutions are beginning to
sprout in this area as well.

— A group of 500 Startups alumni opened a new
startup in Q1 2013: WalletKit.com, a platform for
creating own e-wallets, similar to Apple Passbook,
aimed at SME404.
— waveapps.com, a new cloud service for SME,
eases operations with accounts, book-keeping and
salaries. It has launched its new mobile apps for salary and wages management405.
— The payroll service ZenPayroll406 expanded its

— Business management startup frontdeskhq.
com raised $3.2M in seed funding410.
— American service BizEquity411 allows SME owners to get their company valuation in real time. Entrepreneurs just need to spend some 7 minutes
filling in an online form in order to get a comprehensive report.
Phenomen Ventures partners (this venture funds
has recently increased its size from $50M to $300M)
invested $2.7M in the development of British microlending service for e-shops Ezbob412. According to
Crunchbase, the total investment in this company
is already over $5M. Ezbob provides working capital
for e-commerce SME selling via eBay and Amazon.
Since January 2012 Ezbob has already issued 250
loans to the total of $2M.
Another service similar to Ezbob is American
Kabbage. The service boasts a base of over 1.5
thousand businesses who have registered and applied for loans. Kabbage earns from service commission from the loan amount that ranges from 2
to 7%, depending on client's online sales turnover
and credit worthiness. In Q1 2013 Kabbage has expanded outside the US and entered other national
markets413. At the end of the year Kabbage raised

accounting tools for payroll accountants. They have
also launched an open API for external developers407 and tried out a 5-days Design Sprint408 to redesign the existing payroll stubs and imagine a perfect salary statement. Originally, this brainstorming
technology belongs to Google Ventures who use it
on their portfolio companies.
— Indinero.com wants to become a new Mint
clone for SME409.

$75M in the next round of investment to increase
their lending capital414, and launched a mobile version of the service415.
FinanceIT service is an alternative to docile bank
clerks sitting in their branches in the darker corners
of shopping malls all over the world416. This Canadian startup lets trading SMEs request loans for
their clients online directly in their shops. At that,
the size, turnover or specialisation of the shop do
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not matter. FinanceIT works with retailers, as well
as with car showrooms, hospitals, and insurance
companies. The service can be used to finance any
purchases, from an armchair to a car, ranging from
$500 to $10K, with the interest rates between 5.99%
and 12.99% percent, for 3-12 months. The loans are
granted by one of the banks or credit unions working in partnership with the company. By the end of
the year, Financeit raised $13M in investments.
A very significant trend is that mobile devices
ceased to be exclusively personal gadgets and are
increasingly used as a business tool by SME418. The
supplies sensed a growing demand and continue
to create more and more way to hand the gadgets
over to the «working people».
For example, SMEs increasingly create their own
apps419. Intuit wants to create its own SME apps constructor. There are already some other similar projects: AppMachine.com and TapCanvas.com. Bigcommerce.com, an website builder startup aimed
at SME online acquiring managed to raise as much
as $40M in investments424.

ing of Russian Startups, valuating their idea, team,
financial model, marketing, potential, etc. My-Apps
received AAA invest-rating427. In addition, My-Apps
is in TOP-50 startups according to The Secret of The
Firm magazine428. Its CEO Viacheslav Semenchuk
became a finalist of international competition for
young entrepreneurs for the GSEA 2013 award in
Washington DC.
Popular Russian social network Odnoklassniki,
owned by Mail.Ru Group, that allows sellers to create online stores within the social network430 — now
the network users can shop without leaving their
account.
Russian service for building online stores within
social networks, Ecwid, bought the client base431 of
its closest overseas competitor Payvment, thus becoming the sector leader. In turn, the software giant
Intuit bought the team432 of Payvment — now the
holding is planning to expand the sector of social
networks-based e-commerce and financial services.

VIACHESLAV SEMENCHUK

CEO My-Apps

Russia is keeping up in the sector of mobile
app builders. Online mobile app builder for SMEs
My-Apps425 was named 4th in the startups rating of
Forbes Russia426. By the end of Q2 2013 My-Apps
became the first of its kind to solve the issue of automatic apps publication. Now, having created their
app on www.my-apps.com, can have their app automatically displayed in AppStore and GooglePlay,
without having to be at all computer-savvy, for a fee
of just 999 rub./month. The company's open joint
program with the largest Russian domain name registrar has helped to drastically increase sales turnover and number of new apps made through the
constructor. Each year Russian Venture Company in
collaboration with industry experts publishes Rat-
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SHOPPING AND LOYALTY:
THE DEMISE OF A ONCE
POPULAR TREND

The once-popular trend for aggregating loyalty
cars is on a slow down-curve, under the pressure of
expanding e-wallets. Even though new startups continue to appear in this area, and the old ones still
manage to attract new investment rounds.

— A new mobile startup Belly433 that aims at replacing loyalty cards raises $12.1M of investments in
the next round.
— A San Francisco based startup mobeam.com434
specializing in loyalty cards and discount coupons
has concluded a strategic partnership agreement
with Samsung and will be preinstalled on all Galaxy
S4 and Galaxy Note 3 devices.
— Payment processing giant First Data acquired a
loyalty startup Perka for $30M435.
— Ernglobal.com is a new service for banks and

— tangocard.com — a bank card that aggregates
gift cards. It has raised $4.1M in Series B (total investment since the project start is $6.9M)437.
— Payment service PayNearMe brought in $10M
from a venture firm August Capital438 and several
other investment funds. This service allows those
who prefer paying by cash or don't own a bank card
to shop online. Buyer just needs to print receipt with
the bar-code on their home printer and take it to
the nearest 7-Eleven store to pay for the purchase.
The company has also released a version for online
shopping from smartphones.
— FrontFlip.com439, is a customer
loyalty
management
startup. In its recent Series B it
has received $3.75M for further
development.
In Russia, Swipely abandoned the traditional processing technology and is offering
consumer habits analysis of its
customers440. An entrepreneur
from Kazan, Russia, has decided
to merge all loyalty cards into
one and launched a startup Digital Loyalty System441
(DLS). Theoretically, this instrument can substitute
loyalty cards for all consumers who purchase DLS.
A customer is identified via a banking card when it
is swiped through a POS terminal, the info is sent to
the bank, as well as DLS, and a customer get the discount (one can also pay with cash and the banking
card is used as ID). DLS can be used to stimulate customers to purchase more.

merchants to set up loyalty programs based on bank
cards transactions data436.
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TRADERS SOCIAL
NETWORKS ARE TRYING
TO CHANGE SPECULATIVE
TECHNICAL TRADING

Traders social networks are trying to change
the behavioural patters on non-professional stock
exchange players — from the ordinary speculative
technical analysis to more thoughtful investing. All
we can do is wonder — will they manage?
MotifInvesting.com442 is a social network for traders that offers, instead of buying individual stocks,
to invest in intelligently weighted baskets of stocks
based on ideas, with medium- and long-term horizons. You invest in motifs. GoldmanSachs invested
$25M in MitofInvesting443.
The social network for traders eToro has announced the launch of Russian interface. It allows
experienced traders to earn on both completed
exchange operations, and on consulting the sub-
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scribing users. Etoro is a part of Anthemis Group's
investments portfolio — this Group specialises in investment in IT-projects.
Spanish bank la Caixa decided to support its online broker Bolsa Abierta and launched a dedicated
social network for their clients444. Today, the company services 1 million users. The social network
StockTactics will be used as the platforms for users
to share their experience and discuss investment
strategies.
Loyal3, a service for investing into public loyalty
campaigns, has recently raised $18M445.

fb.com/Life.SREDA

Life.SREDA is a venture capital firm focusing
on mobile and online fintech startups
The Hottest FinTech News at:

facebook.com/Life.SREDA

The strategic partnership with Anthemis Group provides
access to global markets and the world’s best expertise in
the sphere of financial services

Anthemis Group is a dynamic growth company focused on re-inventing financial services
through technology for the 21st century. Anthemis’ distinguishing feature is that the fund
doesn’t simply invest in companies but like Life.SREDA connects and nurtures its global
ecosystem of fintech startups under the slogan #Hacking Finance. Investments and
partnership with Anthemis increase our efforts in the establishment of the ecosystem and
provide opportunities for creation of a mutual platform for projects in US, Western and
Eastern Europe.
Current Anthemis portfolio includes: AGILREci, Automatic, Betterment, Blueleaf, EToro,
Fidor, FinanceAcar, Metamarkets, MoPowered, Moven, Payoff, PayPerks, PeerIndex,
Premise, Seedcamp, Simple, The Climate Corporation, The Currency Cloud, Visual.ly,
Xenapto, Zyfin.
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Simple
US based startup Simple is creating a better
interface for banking through the Web and
mobile apps. In partnership with financial
institutions which will hold the actual deposits,
Simple is focusing on creating a better customer
experience and simplifying the banking process
by unifying all accounts into one, accessible
through a bank card.

Instabank
Instabank is a mobile bank application for those
who admire beauty of iPhone, iPad, Facebook,
Instagram! Do you like to visit trendy cafes,
travel to unconventional countries and listen to
cool music? So why is your bank so dull when
you are so exciting? Register via your Facebook
profile, set goals for savings or purchases,
transfer money to your friend’s social network
nickname with one touch!

LifePAD
LifePAD — it’s a tablet computer on Android
with preinstalled SIM card, providing the Internet access, which is given to a user for free.
The tablet comes with selected by us and preinstalled mobile services and apps on a variety
of topics starting from business tasks to personal needs: accounting, project planning and
exchange of files with colleagues and friends,
personal finance management, ticket search
and purchase, hotel booking, as well as the
best mobile news applications.
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LifePay
LifePay provides a revolutionary technology
that allow SMEs to accept payments by plastic
cards via smartphone, mobile application and
asmall secure reader.

Moven
Moven is the world’s first real-time mobile
money tool. It’s a revolutionary service that
lets you spend money from your mobile
device and provides instant feedback on your
transactions and spending patterns.

My-Apps
MyApps is a mobile apps constructor on all
platforms for private persons and small and
medium business. You can build «like Lego
cubes» your own application in 15 minutes and
it will be automatically published at AppStore,
GooglePlay and other mobile stores!
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MyWishBoard
MyWishBoard.com is a first social finance
platform for personal dreams and wishes.
We do believe that enabling parents/friends
to invest real money into users’ wishes will
flip over the industry of birthday presents.

Fidor Russia
Fidor offers internet and phone banking,
precious metal trading, insurance services,
peer-to-peer lending and deposit-taking services, not only for euros but also for virtual
online game currencies such as World of
Warcraft gold. Easy access to these services
is simply laid out in each member’s online
account.

ILLUSTRATOR

Evgeny Kiselev
Evgeny Kiselev is an illustrator from St. Petersburg, Russia. In the past he was
an art director in advertising agency, while today became a freelancer in the
sphere of illustration and design. Evgeny’s works were published in the leading
periodicals and graphic design catalogs of the world. At the present time Kiselev
successfully cooperates with the list of agencies in Paris and New York. He is
primarily valued for the unique style and brilliant creative solutions.
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More than just a tablet

LifePAD is a 10-inch screen Android tablet, which comes with the best
pre-installed mobile finance apps, services and tools. With LifePAD you can
easily manage & control your incomes and expenses, monitor execution
of orders, manage projects, solve personal issues and even accept
debit & credit cards payments, if you have your own business.

lifesreda.com

